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MESSAGE FROM THE LEGISLATIVE
COUNCIL.

AMENDMENT IN THE MEDICAL BILL.

The following Message was delivered
to aiid read by Mr. Speaker:-

Mir. Speaker,
"The Legislative Council acquaints the

" Legislative Assembly that it has agreed
" to a Bill intituled ' Am Act to consoli-
" date the Law relating to Medical
" Practitioners,' subject to the amend-
"menteoutained in the Schedule annexed;
in which amendment the Legislative

" Council desires the concurrence of the
"Legislative Assembly.

"GEO. SHENTON,
"1President.

"Legislative Council Chamber, Perth,
" 23rd November, 1894."

Schedule showing the A ,nendinwnt 'made
by the Legislative Coucil in " The
Medical Bill."
On page 9, Clause 24-Add the fol-

lowing words to the end of the clause:-
" Provided that this section shall not
apply to any newspaper proprietor pub-
lishing such advertisement."

*C. LEE STEEUE,
Clerk of the Council.

'23-11-94.
Ordered - That the consideration in

committee of the foregoing Message he
made an Order of the Day for the next
satting of the House.

ADJOURNMENT.
The House adjourned at 11-35 o'clock

p.mi.

3ct gis Iatiibe QlCOkintiL1,
Monday, 261h November, 1894.

Want of Quorun-Adjounent.

THE PRESIDENT (Hon. Sir G. Shen-
ton) took the chair at 7-30 o'clock p.m.

PRAYERS.

WANT OF QUORUM-ADJOURNMENT.
Ten minutes from the time of meeting

having elapsed, and a quorum of mem-
bers not being present, the President,
under Standing Order No. 9, declared the
Council adjourned- until the next sitting

Iday, viz., Wednesday, 28th November,
at hialf-past four o'clock, p.m.

_Weglslatibye Jkse m bt1,
Monday, 26th November, 1894.

Medical Bill: onsidemtlon of Legislative Couiici's
aowend~ut-fleatt or Mr. Do Hoanel-ExpedIture
of 950.00D upn. xtnso of Goldield Water
Sn ad ouVned debate-Suspension of Standing
Orders-Motion (Mr. Eandefll aflining th~at the
eplanationsor tueGovenuiuntastotbooxpnditue
in connection with, the doseloproent of goldfields
were natisfnetary-Adjourninent.

TaE SPEAKER took the chair at 7-30
p-Im.

PRAYERS.

MEDICAL BILL,.
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL'S AMENDMENT.

The House went into committee to
consider the following amendment made
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by the Legislative Council in the Med-ical
Bill:

Clause 24-Add the following words
to the end of the clause: "1Provided that
"this section shall not apply to any news-
"paper proprietor publishing suchl adver-
tisement."
Mn. JAMES saaid the section referred

to had been added to the Bill for the
express purpose of protecting the public
against quac(k advertisements; and the
Council's amendmtent would have the
effect, of rendering the section ugatory.
Section 23 provided certain penalties for
persons other than duly qualified medical
practitioners advertising themselves as
such, and the following section rendered
every personwho published such advertise-
ment liable to a penslty. These advertise-
ments generally came from persons outside
the colony, and it would he useless
imposing a penalty upon people whomn you
could not reach, therefore a clause had
been inserted making any person who
published these advertisements in this
colony liable to a fine. This publication
could only be through a newspaper, and
to exempt the proprietors of newspapers
from the penalty imposed would be to
render the clause valueless. He believed
it had been pointed out in the other
Chamher that there might he some hard-
ship inflicted, owing to newspaper pro-
prietors not knowing whether the
advertisement was contrary to the Act- or
not; and, to meet that case, he proposed
to modify the amendment by adding
certain words at the end of it. He also
proposed to exempt the printer as well as
the proprietor of the newspaper. He
moved that the amendment of the Council
be agreed to, with the following anuind-
meats: after the word " proprietor " insert
the -words " or printer," and, at the end
of the amendment, add the words " before
written notice from the Registrar that
such advertisement is contrary to some
part of the said section." This would
meet the case of a newspaper iniadvertently
committing a breach of the Act.

Amendments upon amendment put and
passed.

Ordered-That a Message be trans-
mi tted to the Legislative Council, inform-
ing them that the Assembly hadl agreed
to the amendment made by them in the
Medical Bill, with further amendments;
in which further amendments the Assem-

lly desired the concurrence of the Legis-
lative Council.

DEATH OF' Ma. DE HAMEL.
THE 'PREMIER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest):

Before proceeding to the next Order of
the Day, I would. ask the indulgence of
the House to express my regret--and I
are sure I express the feelings of every
member of the House-at the news we
have just received of the death of the
late member for Albany, Mr. De Hamel.
Hle ociupied a seat in this House for
more than four years, and during the
whole timec-although in the latter parwt
he was in opposition to the Government
-I can say this, we all had a real kindly
feeling towards him, I am sure we all
regret his almost sudden death at Cool-
gardie, where he was staying for a short
timne, far- away from his home and friends.
I ain sure we all must deeply synipathise
with themn, and regret his untimely death.
I think it is right when upon men who
have occupied a prominent part in the
Legislature death comes so unexpectedly,
as it hats come upon our late friend, the
House should express its regret at the
sad circumstance. I can assure the
House and you, sir, that the news I re-
ceived a short time ago came upon me
with at great shock, because I had hoped
we should again have had the satisfaction
of seeing Mr. Do Hanel a miember of th is
House.

MR. RANDELiL: I am sure I concur
with the words that have fallen from the
leader of the House, the hon. the Premier,
in reference to the late Mr. Do Hamel,
who occupied a very important position
in connection with this Assembly. For
a considerable time he occupied that
position, and I believe he brought a
considerable amount of industry and
intelligence to bear upon the work he
was elected to do in this House. I
think, with the Premier, it has come
ais a painiful surprise to all members of
this House that a man apparently in the
vigor and prime of his manhood should
have been so suddenly cut down. It is,
I suppose, one of the penalties we have
to pay for the development of our gold-
fields, tempting, as they do, from the
ranks of our citizens in various walks of
life, men of consaid erable force of character
to take up business positions there. I
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am sure all the members of this House
will cordially join in the expression of
regret which the Premier has given
utterance to regarding the death of Mr.
De Hamel. The circumstances surround-

ing taevr painful, leaving, as he has, a
young, afaly unprotected. I an quite
sure I am only echoing the feelings of
every member of the House who knew
the late member, when I say we regret
that we shiall not see him again occupying
a seat within the walls of this House, as
I am sure his desire would have been to
promote the well-being of his adopted
country.

PROPOSED EXPENDITURE OF X50,000
UPON EXTENSION OF GOLDFIELDS'
WATER SUPPLY.

ADJOURNED) DEBATE.

Debate continued upon followingmnotion
of Sir John Forrest :-- That it is advis-
able that the Government be authorised
to expend the sum of X50,000 for the
purpose of increasing and extending the
water supp)ly on the goldfields, to be
advanced to such extent as may be
required dtiring the current financial
year from an 'y funds in the hands of
the Governmnt, but to be ultimately
recouped from funds to be hereafter
provided by Parliament for such pur-
pose."I

THE PREMIER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest):
This question that I brought before the
House a few days ago, and as to which I
gave members as much information as I
was then possessed of, seems to have
gained somewhat alarming proportions,
if we may judge fromt the motion which
my friend the leader of the Opposition
has just given notice of. Before I sit
down I think I shall be able to throwv some
more light on this mnatter than has
hitherto been thrown. I trust that those
who care to follow me, and who have any
sympathy whatever with~ the Government,
will be able to realise the extraordinary
circumstances and the extraordinary diffi-
culties which the Government had to deal
with, soon after the beginning of the
financial year of 1893. Before, however, I
enter upon the details of what I have to
say, I should like to point out that the
Loan Estimates, as they have been pre-
sented to this House, year after year, for I
don't know how many years, have not been
placed before the House exactly in the

way that, in my opinion, they should be,
and in the way which I hope to place
them in the future. I am aware of the
clause in the Audit Act which says that
Loan Estimates shall lie annually sub-
ilited to Parliament, and that any un-

expended balances, if bound by contracts
already entered into, shall be available
for future expenditure, but not other-
wvise; still the fact remains that since we
have been in office there never has been
an occasion when we have had to asic the
approval of this House to any excess of
expenditure over the Loan Estimates in
any previous year. Of course that is not
regular; but it has never happened, f rom
the introduction of the present constitu-
tion uip to the present time. In South
Australia, where they have the same
p)rocedure ats we have with regard to
Loan Estimates, they submit these Esti-
mates to the Assembly exactly as we do
here, but they do not go to the Upper
House. There is a clause, however, in-
serted at the beginning, to the effect that
the approval of the Council is asked to
the Estimates and the excess of the
previous year. We have never inserted
these formal words; therefore it has hap-
pened that, in some case*, there have
beeu slight excesses on our Loan Esti-
mates which have never afterwards been
confirmed by Parliament. If they re-
quired thc approval of the House, we
would of course have had to come to the
House for that approval. But these ex-
(csses were shown in the AuditorGenieral's

Rprin the same way as the excesses
nue rdin.ary expenditure were shown.

I regret that the Auditor General's Re-
port for the financoial year ending 30th
June last has not yet been plated on the
table; it will be done in the future, at a
much earlier date. Members have ex-
pressed a desire to have this report be-
fore them before dealing with the Excess
Bill; and, as mnembers arc aware, no
legislative sanction has yet been obtained
for any of the exceses upon ordinary
expenditure during the past year, and,
from what Ilean see now, owing to various
causes, the Excess Bill for last year will not
be submitted for the approval of members
until this House meets again. The point
I wish to emphasise is this: as the House
has not y et been asked to approve of the
excess upon -ordinary exp enditure, and no
serious objection has been taken to it, I
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do not see why it should be regarded as
such a very serious matter that the House
was not asked to approve of the excess of
expenditure upon Loan account, especially
when we remember, as I have already
said, that any overdrafts upon Loan
Estimiates have never yet, since we have
had them, been formally approved by the
Legislature, in the same way as over-
drafts upon the ordinary Estimates are
approved. As a matter of fact, excesses
upon Loan Estimates have been very
unusual since the present Government
have been in office. They are generally
framed on a pretty liberal basis; the
expenditure submitted to the House for
its approval is generally considerably in
excess of what is likely to be actually
required during the year. The Engineer-
in-Chief seems to me to desire, in this
respect, to be on the right side. It is
very difficult to frame these Loan Esti-
mates to meet the exact expenditure,
extending as they do over so many
different works, which are not likely to
be completed within the year; and it is
difficult to estimate with any degree of
certainty what progress may be made
with each particular work within a given
time. These Loan Estimates are only
an indication to the House of the in-
tention of the Government as to the
expenditure contemplated. They are not
like the ordinary Estimates, which are
covered by the Appropriation Act; they
are in reality statements of accounits,
indicating what the Government piopose
to expend upon certain. works during the
coming yeas-. I ant however, quite
willing that they should be regarded as
Estimates, and that members should have
an opportunity of revising them; and,
in the Future, I. shall deal withi them
exactly in the same way as the Estimates
of ordinary ex;)enditure. On last year's
Loan Estimates-that is, for the year
ended 30th June, 1894 - the House
authorised an expenditure of £612,188
out of the Loan of 1891. The ac-
tail expenditure during the year was
£435,368, thus leaving an cadet-draft
of £176,830, which the Government,
on the 30th June last, had not ex-
pended, although they had been author-
ised to spend it. There were twenty
items included in that Loan Act of
1891, but in not one single item was
the authorized expenditure exceeded, as

an inspection of the Loan Estimates on
the table will show. On the contrary,
there was a balance of £176,000 to the
credit of the votes. That proves that the
Government were at any rate well within
the muark, mid did not exceed their Esti-
mates last 'year in respect of the Loan of
1891. I now come to the Loan Act of
1893, and the Estimates submitted to this
Rouse last year in reference to it. The
total vote for the year was £9286,400, out
of which we expended £245,790, showing
an uuderdraft of Xt39,610, on the Loan
Act of 1893, There were thirteen items
included in that Act, and of course the
same number on the Estimates, and, out
of the thirteen, there were three items
that were overdrawn. They were as
follows: on the liullewa railway vote of
£52,618 the-e was an overdraft of £2,657.
I should point out that the amount a&)-
propriated for this work in the Loan Act
was not overdrawn, but the amount on
the year's estimate. Even this need not
have been shown in the way of an over-
draft, because there was an underdraft of
£3,432 available out of the vote from the
Loan Act of 1891, so that if this amount
of £2,667, the overdraft on the Estimates
(out of the Loan of 1893), had been
charged to the Loan of 1891 there would
have been a balance Ito the good of about
£900 on this item. The second item on
which there was an overdraft was in
connection with the purchase of land for
Perth railway station, etc. That, so far
as I can see, was a pure overdraft. The
vote for the year was £40,390, and we
expended £41,203, or_£813 in excess of
the vote. Then we comec to the overdraft
of £C27,444 on the item in connection with
the development of goldields. Even in
that case we did not exceed the votes
authorised under the Loan Acts of 1891
and 1893; the excess was over and above
the Estimates only. There was no excess
uder- the law, but there was this excess
of £27,444 over the Estimates for the
year, upon this item of the development
of goldfields. That is the sum and sub-

stfance of the great charge brought against
the Governm~ent. I think I shall be able
to show that that charge cannot fairly lie
against us, and I will tell you why: the
whole amount voted on the Loan Esti-
mates for the year, for the development of
our goldfields and mineral resources, was
only £12,000; and can anyone in this
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House, or any reasonable person, think
for one moment that we could carry on
the iuportant works we did between Jutne,
1893, and June, 1894, with £912,000 ?

MRt. RICHARDSON: That was the amount
unexpended. from previous loans, I sup-
pose ?

TEE PREIfER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest):
No. We had over £40,000 available, but
we only bad £12,000 voted for the year,
because at that time we did not anticipate
that this water supply was going to absorb
a large amount of money. We thought
the thing could be worked better under
the Mines Department, at that time, and
that the wardens could supervise the
work on the various goldfields. We sent
a party to each goldfields district-one
to Pilbarra, one to the Murchison, and
one to Yilgarn, with a supervisor mn
charge of each party, with power to incur
expenditure in connection with the sinking
of wells, the opening up of the roads, and
such other things as were required. We
fancied at that time that this £212,000
would have been sufficient to do all
that was necessary in keeping open the
roads, and that springs or water-holes
would be discovered in those localities.
We (lid not then realise that the Yilgarn
country was such a waterless country as
it has since proved to be. Just about
that time, June, 1893, as members no
doubt well recollect, there was the great
rush to Coolgardie. " Bayley's Reward"-
was discovered, and the whole place under-
went a change, and the Government found
themselves committed to a much larger
expenditure for water supply than they
had ever anticipated. The result was,
the £12 ,000 was exceeded, and the
Government found they had incurred
liabilities to the extent of this £927,000.
Is it to be wondered at? Could any
reasonable man, considering the develop-
ment of Coolgardie alone, expect the
Government could have provided all these
magnificent tanks and kept open that
road, with the sum. of £12,000 ? A suim
of £18,000 had to he spent inh trying to
keep open the road. With the high price
of labour and of everything else, with
population pouring in, with everybody
howling at the Government, crying out
for this, that, and the other to be done,
telegraphic communication to be provided,
and other means adopted to assist in the
development of these goldfields, a corn-

plete change bad come over the scene.
The prospects of the country were revolu-
tionised. Were the Government to sit
still, in the midst of all, and do nothing,
because they had only this £12,000
voted P Or were they to do what they
did, and do what any reasonable body
of men would do under the circum-
stances-take upon themselves the re-
sponsibility of exceeding the vote, and
rely upon this House to confirm their
action.

MR. bssINeWOxRn: That is net the
point.

TuE PREMIER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest):-
We will make it the pioint, I am pie-
Ipared to take any amount of responsi-
bility, so long as I believe Parliament
will afterwrds approve. That is the
coursc that is taken by every man worth
his salt, all over the world. During all
this terrible period of anxiety-such a
period as I suppose will never occur in
this colony again-when population was,
pom-ing into the colony, when. our mineral
wealth was attracwting the attention of
the whole world, and it was a matter of
life and death to keep the roads to our
goldfields open, this is the time menibers
of this House blame the Government for
spending £27,000 more than they had
been authorised to spend, when no one
expected things would hatve taken the
turn they dlid. I should like to know
what public opinion will say of these
members. I think I have shown, sir,
that, iotwitstanding these exceptional
circumstances and difficulties we had to
contend with, though there was an excess
in connection with the Loan Estimaites
for 1893 of £30,814, there was an under-
draft on the Loan Act itself of £39,610.
In fact, in no single instance was the
amount sanctioned under the Loan Act
exceeded. We had the money available,
but it had not been included in the Loan
Estimates for the year. That applies
generally to all the votes. I will now
deal with the vote for the development
of goldfields, for, I take it, that is the
question with regard to which this Hou~se
is most anxious to have information. It
has been suggested that the Government
have kept back this information from the
House, but if members will look at ths
Loan Estimates they will see at a glance
that it is there shlown what the out-
St4Lnding liabilities were in connection with
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this vote on the 30th June last. For
instance, on page 26, members will
observe that, in connection with the Loan
Act of 1891, there were outstanding
liabilities amounting to.£8,318. Members
will notice that there is an asterisk opposite
that amount, and a footnote setting forth
that the liabilities in excess of balances
under this loan would eventually be
transferred to, and defrayed from, the
Loan of 1894. The balance available to
meet that £8,818 was £7,669, so that the
liability was only.£649 in excess of the
balance available. That was in respect
of the Loan of 1891. Hf members will
turn to page 28, they will find the state
of affairs with regard to the Loan of
1893. It is there shown that the out-
standing liabilities in respect of this vote,
on the B0th June last, were £11,986, anud
that the uinexpended balance of the vote
at that date was only £556. To this
item, too, there was the same footnote
attached: that the liabilities in excess of
the balance available would eventually
be transferred to the Loan of 1894. It
is all shown on these Estimates, which
members have had before them. So that
the charge or insinuation that the Govern-
ment desired to keep) anything back from
this House cannot be sustained. The
Loan Estimates showed that out of the
vote of £70,000, uinder the Loan Act of
1891, there was a balance in the Treasurjy
on the 30th June last of £27,669, while
there were outstandinug liabilities amtount-
ing to £8,318 on the same date. I do
not think that is much to grumble about
-600 less in the chest than the esti-
mated outstanding liabilities. I think
that is pretty near the mark, after all.
In regard to the Loan Act of 1893, in
which there was an item of X40,000 for
the development of goldfields, there were
outstanding Liabilities on the 30th June
last of X11,935, while there wvas only
£555 remaining in the chest out of the
vote. Ther-e was no secrecy about it. It
is all in black and white on these Esti-
mates. Taking the two votes together
(the vote from the Loan of 1891 and the
vote from the Loan of 1893) the credit
balance on the two votes, on the 30th
June, was X8,225, and the outstanding
liabilities were £20,263; so that if we
had to pay all our outstanding liabilities
on that date we would have been about
£12,000 short.

MR. RICHARDSONq: That had to come
out of the next loan ?

TnE PREMIER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest):
Yes, or somewhere else. There was not
sufficient left out of those two loans.
But, notwithstanding these Liabilities,
amounting to £20,000 on June 30th, as
shown on the Estimates, all that had
been paid out of the Treasury up to the
31st October last, on account of this item
of £70,000 for the development of gold-
fields, was.£12,562.

Mn. Lorox: How much had been paid
by the Works Department?

THE PREMIER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest):
That is all that had come to the Treasury.
Out of the X70,000 included in this year's
Loan Bill, £12,662 had been paid up to
the 31st October, so that on the 1st of
this month there was a sum of £57,448
available on the books of the Treasury
out of this vote. Of course, we all are
aware that X15,000 out of the £70,000
was set apart for the Northern goldfields.
That will reduce the balance to £42,448,
which will soon be spent on works in
hand. There are a, lot of outstanding
liabilities which will have to be paid as
soon as the vouchers are scheduled and
the works completed. I amt informed by
the Delpartment that they have entered1
into engagements which will very shortly
require the spending of this money; but
the Treasury has not parted with it yet.
I may remind members that four or five
months of the financial year have now
gone by, and I think we have dipped very
lightly into this vote when we have only
parted with £12,000 out of this £70,000
uip to the present. Of course I cannot
dip into other departments, but that is
the statement of the Treasury. It shows
that we have not parted with all this
money in a moment. The reason we now
ask for this £50,000 is that we know very
well that the balance on hand will not
last us until the end of the financial year.
Our respected Speaker, the other night,
took exception to our having spent
£27,444 over and above what was pro-
vided for on the Loan Estimates for
1893-4. But, Surely to goodness, all
Governments, from that of the mother
country to our own, right through the
whole list, all have to spend money occa-
sionally without obtaining the authority
of Parliament. They have to. do it.
They do the best they can to keep within
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their authority, but there are occasions
when it cannot be avoided, and they after-
wards come to Parliament for its approval.
I have had to exceed our authority every
year we have been in office, sometimes
more and sometimes less, and it wvill
always be so. There will always be Excess
Bills, so long as the country is going
ahead. Of course, if a country is stag-
nant, or going backward, I can understand
that the Estimates for the year may not
be exceeded; but in a progressive country
like ours, advancing (as I am glad to say
it is) by leaps and bounds, with its
revenue doubling itself, and its require-
ments expanding in all directions, I
ask is it possible for any Government
to beep within the Estimates framed a
year in advance? Ilazy it is not reason-
able to expect it. We try to do our best
to beeap within bounds, and have been
very successful since we have been in
office in keeping our expenditure within
the limits of Parliamentary sanction.
But it is practically impossible to keep it
within those limits. Even in dealing
with the Consolidated Revenue, which we
have pi-actically under our thumbs, and
the expenditure of which we can calculate
with a very good deal of nicety, there
was an overdraft of £C42,548 in the year
that has just passed. The underdrafts,
I am glad to sahy, amounted to X51,868,
so that practically we did beep within
the limits. Still, legally, we dlid not
keep within the limits, because we are
not allowed to put the underdrafts as
against the overdrafts; but, taking the
expenditure in globe, we did not exceed
the amount autborised by this House.
It is, as I say, impossible to keep) every
item of public expenditure, in a growing
colony like this, within the vote authorised
by Parliament. It has never been done,
and I am at a loss to understand why
in this p~articular instance the matter
should be taken uip so seriously. Anyone
would think it Was an unheard of thing,
and such a terrible thing, for the Govern-
ment to exceed ai vote of this House,
that they must be going straight to per-
dition, and ought to 1)e hurled out of
Office. [MR. ILLINOWORTE: Hear, hear.]
The lion. member knows very well the
pressure that has been brought to bear
upon the Government to incur expendi-
ture in connection with our goldfields,
for railway surveys and other purposes,

for which there was no vote available.
The survey of the Coolgardie railway is
completed, though we had no vote out of
which to incur the expenditure, and
the money will have to be refunded
out of the loan now authorised by the
House. We incurred the expenditure
because we knew the work was urgent,
and we knew that we were carrying out
the mandate of the country and the desire
of this House, because we knew that the
quicker we went on with that work the
better would it be for the country. There-
fore, even before the present Loan Bill
was passed, we had these surveys com-
pleted. That was unauthorised and
illegal expenditure, if you like; but no
one has objected to it. 'Yet the work wvas
not more urgent or more important than
the conservation of water on our goldifields,
about which the hon. member for Nannine
is now making such a fuss. I am ashamed
at the hon. member, representing as lie
does a goldfields district, taking exception
to the G-ovei-nment spending money in
endeavoiu-ing to obtain water for our
goldfields, without which these fields
cannot exist. I hope the bon. member
will say he does not object to this
expenditure.

MR. flLLsowowRn: I do not Object
to the expenditure. What I object to
is your spending the money without
authority.

TUIE PREMIER (Hon. SirSJ. Forrest):
We must take the responsibility of that.
We are prepared to incur the penalty of
it, if Parliament will not confirm the
expenditure. Any Government that is
worth its salt would do the same. All
this hubbub is simply a storm in ateacup;
nothing else, an attempt on the part of
one or two members to make a great deal
out of nothing. No sooner does one hon.
member conts back from his pleasurie
trip to the goldfields than he thinks he
has an opportunity of making himself
notorious by making an attack upon the
Government. He generally acts as a
jackal to someone, and he is acting as a
jackal now. We know him, although he
does not care to appear in that charac-
ter.

MR. Lsixx: Name!
THE PREMIER (Hon. SirSJ. Forrest):

No, I won't name.
Ali. SiMrPsoN: You are in a very bad

temper to-night.
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THE PREMIER (Ron. Sir J. Forrest):
I do not mean to say that our present
procedure in regard to the payment of
these accounts, or in regard. to the Loan
Estimates, is all that could be desired.
In fact, this thing hats grown upon uts.
The development of our goldfields has
been so sudden that it has been found
impossible to cope with it, tinder the old
system, which answered well enough
when the demands upon us were not so
great as they have been of late. In the
future I propose to treat the Loan Esti-
mates exactly in the same way as the
ordinary Estimates. We will get a
supply vote, and we will have an Appro-
priation Act, and, in fact, carry out the
same system of procedure in regard to
Loan Estimates as we do in regard to the
Estimates of Expenditure out of the con-
solidated revenue. This matter has now
been prominently brought before us, and
I propose to take some steps in connec-
tion with the expenditure of loan funds
in these, distant parts of the colony,
whereby the necessary vouchers will come
to hand as quickly if not more quickly
than the cheques paid out. That has
been the source of the delay. But you
cannot expect these things to be done in
a nm]nute. You cannot expect things to
get into a proper groove all at once. We
had to rush out our engineers and
our superintendents, einplo~yiug a large
amount of labour in digging wells and
making tanks, all in a hurry; and how
can you expect such men, working under
such pressure., to fall into the routine of
official work at once? This development
of our goldfields has come upon us with
.& rush, and it has assumed alarming pro-
portions, and, in the future, we shall
know better what to do. We must adopt
some other system of checking this ex-
penditure, and of dealing with these
Loan Estimates; and, if that is the
result of this debate, I think it will have
done some good. I am very glad the
matter has been pointedly drawn atten-
tion to, because it has given me an
opp)ortunity Of sh1owing how I think
we can improve the present system of
making paymnents,. and improve the
system of parliamentary control over
the finances. That is what I want.
I want this House to exercise a firm
control over the finances. I have no wish
to see it otherwise. It would only lead

to disaster for myself and the Governa-
ment were it otherwise. I do not. wish
for a moment to check the control which
this House has a right to exercise over the
expenditure of public money. I think I
have now said all I have to say on this
subject, with the information I have
before me. I have taken the trouble to
get that information myself, and it can
be relied upon. Although there are out-
standing accounts, the fact remains that
out of the £270,000 included in the Loan
Bill for the development of the goldfields
Only £12,522 had been paid by the Trea.-
sury on the 31st of last month, and on
that date there was a sum of £57,478
still available in the Treasury. I can
only say I am astonished that simch strong
measures should have been taken by the
hion. maember opposite (31r. Randell)
before he gave me an opportunity of
making this explanation and of placing
the return on the table 'which I have
now placed there, showing the details of
this expenditure-I say I an' astonished
that the hon. inember should have tabled
the motion of which lie has given notice,
casting a reflection upon the Government,
without waiting for the explanation which
die Govermnent, had to offer as to this
expenditure in connection with the de-
velopmnent of the most important industry
of the country, which we are doing our
utmost to develop. He knows, and those
who are associated with him in this motion
know (I hope they are not many), that
we have been doing our utmost to pro-
mnote the interests of the country in
connection with these goldfields. There
is no one for whom I have a greater
respect than the hon. member; but I
think that in this instance he has been
diverted from the straight path he is
generally so anxious to follow. Hle has
been hoodwinked to endeavour to throw
discredit upon the Government, after all
the troubles and difficulties we have had
to contend with in keeping open these
roads to our goldfields. I suppose no
Government ever had such difficulties
to contend with as we have had in
this diretion; and because we have
to some extent exceeded the vote placed
at our disposal, and incurred certain
liabilities, under exceptional circunm-
stances, the hon. member, without wait-
ing to hear a word ,f explanation, comes
down here 'with a motion involving a
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terrible charge against us. I hope the
House in this case will show its generosity
towards the Government, who are trying
to do their very best in the interests of
the colony. I do not ask for any favour ;
I only ask for justice. -I ask him, and
those who are associated with him (the
jackals as well), not to be led away in
this matter, but to do their duty to the
country, by supporting the Government,
who, in trying times of difficulty, have
endeavoured to do the best they could
for the advancement and prosperity of
the country.

Ma..RA.NDELL: The hon. gentleman
who has just sat down has spoken rather
warmly, though I don't know that there
was any necessity for it. I do not think
that in his speech to-night be has, really
touched the heart of the question at all.
We had some explanation from him
before, and the explanation given to-night
is a repetition of what we received before.
[THE PREMIER: Not at all.] I think
the real points at issue have not been
touched at all, except that he has, admitted
all that we have charged against the
Gnovernment-that their mode of dealing
with these matters, on the goldfields, is
defective. The system under which they
have acted is susceptible of improvement,
and ought to be amended at once; and I
am glad the Premier has expressed his
intention of amrending it. That was an
intimation that members on this side of
the House, and I think on the other side
of the House, were glad to hear. That
there is a, necessity for it is clear. It is
surprising that the Treasury should not
be aware of large stuns of mone 'y having
been spent - a state of things which
ought not to exist. It has created a
feeling of disquietude in the public mind,
that large sums of money should be
expended on public works without the
Treasury knowing it. It seems that the
Treasury has lost control over the ex-
penditure of public money, or does not
exercise that control which we expect
it to do. The Premier has attemapted
to-night to ininimise the evil by showing
that the amount was a, comparatively
small amount. We thought it was larger
the other night. I am not going to con-
trovert his figures this evening. He is in
a better position than I am to deal with
these figures, and I suppose we may now
take it for granted that the amount

spent in excess of the vote sanctioned by
Parliament was £227,444. But the prin-
ciple lyinig behind this expenditure is a
very important one, and I think Parlia-
ment is only doing its duty to the country
by insisting that this unauthorised ex-
penditure shall not be continued in the
administration of affairs of the country.
There is no member in this House who
would for one moment charge any member
of the Ministry with anything in the way
of dishonesty in the management of the
public funds; at the same time we know
how abuses creep in, and that succeeding
Governments might carry this on to a
larger extent, and that by and bye we
might find ourselves in a very serious
position indeed. I think it is a serious
matter, and I am glad that the Premier
has treated it seriously, as I believe every
man in the House is inclined to do.
Although the amount is not so large as it
was stated to he the other evening, still
it is a, serious matter; and I was very
pleased to find the Premier admitting
that this debate is likely to do a great
deal of good to the country. I amn pre-
pared to receive with a great deal of
pleasiure the statement that it is his firm
intention in the future to exercise that
direct control which I think the Treasurer
ought to exercise over the finances of the
colony, and that the state of things
which has been brought to light in con-
nection with the expenditure of this
money in the development of our gold-
fields is not likely to take place again.
I do not want to debate the main ques-
tion at present, as it may crop uip on an-
other occasion; but I air bound to say
this much: the hon. gentleman has not
to any Jlarge extent addressed himself to
the question before the Honuso,

Tnu PREMIER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest):
What is th e quaestion ?

Mu. RANDELLi: The failure of the
Treasurer to know the exact position of
affairs in connection -with the expenditure
of loan mnoneys.

THmE PRtEMIER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest):
It is all in the loan Estimates, on the
table.

AIR. RANDE Lt: The hon. gentleman
stated the other night that he was not
aware of this expenditure until three
weeks ago. But three weeks ago the Par-
liament of the country was in session,
and ought to have been put in possession

Extension af.
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of the facts, but it was not. That is an-
other very serious matter connected with
this question. These are the points which
I think are more especially at issue be-
tween the House and the Government.
I think that for the present we may leave
out of consideration the subordinate ques-
tion of whether the money has been wisely
expended. As to the system adopted, 1
do not think it is a good one. I am
strongly infavour of these works being exe-
cuted by contract, and not by day tabour.
I know the work would be done better
and more cheaply. But, having adopted
the other course, I think it was the duty
of the Minister in charge of the depart-
mnent to have seen that the accounts were
kept under a pro])er system, and that
there was no possibility of any foolish or
unauthiorised expenditure taking place, on
the part of the subordinates who were
entrusted with the execution of the works,
at that distance from head quarters. I
do not intend to follow the hon. gentle-
nmin through his speech, more than to say
that I quite concur with him-I have
already expressed the same bpinion in
another matter - that the Government
should be prepared to take a certain
amount of responsibility upon themselves
in connection with the unauthorised ex-
penditure of public funds. I think they
would not be true to the duty they owe
to the country if they did not take that
responsibility in cases of emergency; but
I think they should inmnediately after-
wards, at the very first opportunity, come
to the House and obtain its sanction for
that expenditure. That is what they
have not done in this case, although
Parliament was sitting at the time when
the actual circumstances (though perhaps
not all the circumstances) camne to the
knowledge of the Treasurer himself. If
members wish to speak further on this
question, I will move that progress be
now reported, and leave given to sit
again.

Question put and negatived.
MR. iR. F. 51101,1. I think the Premier

said that no item on the ILoan of 1891
had been exceeded, up to the 30th June
last. If members will look ait page 26 of
the Loan Estimates, showing the state of
the £70,000 voted for the development of
goldflelds, they will find that £62,330 is-
10d. had been actually expended, and that
there were outstandinig liabilities amount-

ing to £8,318; so that there was more
than £70),000 expeinded.

THE PREMILER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest):
It was not all expended. The vote was
not exceeded in the Treasury books.

MR. Kt F. SHOLL: It was expended
or it was an outstanding liability. The
Government had got value for the money,
but had not actually paid for the work.
I think it is rather quibbling with words
to say they had not spent more than the
£70,000, when it is shown that they had
actually expended £62,330 aid incur-red
Liabilities to the extent of £28,318.

THE PREMIERt (Hon. Sir J. Forrest):
Look at page 11; that is the page to look
at.

MR. R. F. SHO01,: I know the page
to look at,-the page showing the actual
amount expended and the amiount of the
outstanding liabilities. With regard to
the Loan of 1893, out of the £4.0,000
allotted for the development of goldields
there was £39,444 expended up to the
30th June last, and, in addition to that,
there were outstanding liabilities amiount-
ing to £11,935.

THE PREMIE (Hon. Sir J. Forrest):
I told. you that.L:Iknwyud;

MR. R. P. SH0O ,:Iko yudd
but you misled us, or tried to mislead us,
but you didn't mislead me. You told us
that no item on the Loan Estimates, deal-
ig with the Loans of 1891 and 1893,

had been exceeded.
THE PnnnxnR (Ron. Sir 3. For-est):

I said the items in the loan Bill had not
been exceeded.

MR. Rt. P. SHOLL: There is no differ-
ence, to my mind, between money actually
expended and money owving on account of
outstanding liabilities; and, aoccording to
these Loan Estimates, there was a de-
ficiency or an overdraft of £212,023 on
the 30th June last, in connection with
these votes for the goldfields. We know
that since the 30th June last the Govern-
mnent have been expending money rapidly
on the goldfields; and, no doubt, if time
had been given members to look through
these Estimates when they were placed
on the table, they must have come to the
conclusion that the expenditure under
this head must have considerably exceeded
the amounts available under the Loan
Acts of 1891 and 1893, and that therefore
we must have either heen infringing
upon the Loan not yet raised, or else that
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a large amount had been expended out of
general revenue. But the Government
did not give us an opportuuity oif studying
these Loan Estimates. They were placed
on the table, the Chairman moved into
the chair, and the Estimates passed
through, the same evening, before we had
any time to study them. Though I
protested at the time, tile Government
forced themn through the House, and I
cannot help thinking now that it was
done for a purpose.

THE PREMITER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest):
No, no.

MR. R. F. SHOLL: I cannot help)
thinking it was done for a purpose. At
any rate I think it was the duty of the
Minister of the department concerned to
have drawn the attention of members to
these particular items as the Estimates
were passing through the House. I ask
members did the Commissioner of Public
Works draw our attention to these excess
votes when the Loan Estimates were
before the House? If say no; and that
is the feeling I have in this inatter-tliat
we have been deceived in regard to these
votes; and, having that feeling, it gives
one a sense of distrust to find these items
rushed through thec House, and to see
the Government at the very last moment
coming here asking for another £50,000,
in addition to die £70,000 which we gave
them thle other clay, out of a Loan that
is not yet raised. The previous votes
had been exceeded by £12,028 on the
30th June last, and ats the Governnient
have been spending money right andl left
since, we must conic to the conclusion
that most of this £70,000 has been already
mortgaged, though we have been told it
is not so.

THE CornrnssxowRn oF RAILWAYS
(Hon. H. W. Venn): We didn't say)
that.

THE PREMTIER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest):
The returns show it. i ntse

MR. R. P. SHOLL: Ihave ntse
the returns. I tried to get them to-day.
but they could not be found. I think
the Government should be open and frank
with us in this matter. When they dis-
covered the deficiency, the very first thing
they should have done was to have in-
formied the House that the vote had been
exceeded, and that a large amount of
the £70,000 on this year's Lo=n Bill
had already been expended, - expended

without the Treasury bing aware of it.
until they suddenly woke up and found
that the money was gone, or had been
mortgaged. I think it is a good thing
this mnattei- has been seriously taken up.
The Premier stated in his remarks this
evening that these overdrafts have never
been questioned before. I think it is
rather a pity they, were not questioned
before. But itis never toolate toa mend,
and I am glad that the Hfouse on this
occaIsion hLas taken up the matter seriously.
Had we done so at an earlier stage, pro-
bably we would have saved this excessive

iexpenditure in connection with this par-
ticular vote. I must say they must have

Ia very peculiar system of keeping their
accounts in the Public Works office, a

most peculiar system, if they cannot check
the exedireRO. UB~ O

(o.H. W. Venn) : We want you there
tosow us.
MR. R. F. SHOt]> You want better

men than myself, and better men than
you. You want someone there who is
able to conitrol the expenditure. That is

Iwhat we want; so that we may know
when votes are exceeded. The other
evening the Premier told us that the
Government had been acting quite legally
in this matter, and had not done anything
contrary to the Audit Act. Section 18
of that Act says: " Separate accounts
"shall be kept' in the Treasuaty of all

I"moneys which have been, or- shall heire-
"after be, raised by way of Loan upon

" the public credit, and shall be kept
" under suchi separate- heads as specified
"in the several Acts under the authority
1whereof the moneys were raised." And

the next clause says: " Annual Estimates
shall be submitted to Parliament of the

"pro posed expenditure from the moneys
"standing to credit of an y Loan Accouiit,
"in which Estimates the nature of the
"propo~sed work or other objects of the
plroposed exp~enditure, and the amount

"of the proposed expenditure in each
case shall be specified, and such Esti-

"mates shial] include all salaries and
"allowances to be paid out of such
moneys in like inanner as in the Esti-
mates of ordinary expenditure." When

this vote was exceeded, we should have
had an Excess Bill brought down, in the
same way as when the ordinary Estimates
are exceeded.

Extoision of.
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THE PREMItER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest):
The Act does not say so.

MR. R. F. SJ{OLL: No; but it says
"in like manner as in the Estimates of
ordinary expenditure."

THE Pansru (Hon. Sir J. Forrest):
I agree with that, and have said so.

Mn. IR. F. SHOTLa: I am very glad
that the Premuier has promised to give us
a better System in the future; and that the
financial accounts for the year, together
with the Auditor General's report upon
the Excess Votes, shall he brought down
as early as possible after Parliament
meets, and also the accounts dealing with
loan expenditure. I think it is absurd
to have to consider an Excess Bill, and
to deal with these accounts twelve or
eighteen months after time close of the
financial year in which the money was
expended. I think, muyself, that a great
deal of good will arise from this debate.
It is the duty of heads of departments to
keep their votes under their control, and
not to exceed theum if possible. I acknow-
ledge it may be necessary on certain
occasions to exceed the votes; and I amt
Sure that rarliament, in cases of absolute
necessity, will support any Government
that takes such a responisibility upon
itself . Still, Parliament expects the
Government to inforn it of any exc:ess of
expenditure at ais early a date as possible.

MR. ILiINGWORTH: I hope that
members on the other side of the House,
who, I imagine, are in their places to-
night with the intention of supporting
the Goverment in the attitude they have
taken uip iii regard to this matter, are
going to give the House and the country
some reason for the position they propose
to take up. I have been waiting to hear
some more direct and explicit explanation
and defence of the position of thme Govern-
iment than has been given to us by the
Premier. Hon. members who under-
stand thu question at issue will agree
with me that whilst we have had a
most eloquent and energetic speech from
the Premier this evening, the hon. gentle-
man was all thle time beating the air,
and that he never once touched the
question at issne. This House has never
complained that the Government, in the
trying and difficult circumstances in which -
they have been placed, should have taken
-upon themselves the responsibility of
expending the money necessary to keep

the roads open to Coolgardie, and to
provide a water supply for the gold-
fields. We have never complained that
certain votes, placed at their disposal
prior to the meeting of Parliament for
the development of our goldfields and
our mineral resources, were necessarily
exceeded owing to the exigencies of the
case. The Premier must not run away
with that idea. It is no use tr~ying by a,
dexterous flank movement to divert atten-
tion fromn the real point at issue. What
members of this side of time House
comnplain of is that during this session of
Parliament, and while certain important
financial measures were before the House,
information which ought to have been,
but which was not, in thle hands of the
Ministry, ought to have been given to
this House before certain expenditure
had been undertaken, or at any rate,
if that expenditure had already been
incurred, this House should have been
informed of the fact at thme earliest
possible mnoment, and that the knowledge
should not have been withheld from the
House. What are the facts? On the
6th November, just three weeks ago, the
Loan 'Estimates were laid on the table
of time House and moved by the Treasurer,
and it was proposed out of those Estimates
to expend certain moneys for the develop-
mieat of the goldfields, including a sumi
of £70,000 to be raised under the Loan
Bill which has been passed this session.
Those Estimates, I say, were brought
forward onl the 6th November; yet, fromk
certain papers laid on the table to-night,
we find that on October 14th there was
an absolute liability of £58,222 already
incurred against that X70,000. When
that iteml of £70,000 upon the Loan Bill
of this sessioun loan which has yet, to
be raised-was before the House, every
member in the House and time whole
country clearly and distinctly understood
that it was for the purpose of carrying
out necessary works4 in connection with
our goldfields during the ensuing year.
The Premier allowed this House to ear-
mark £215,000 out of that £70,000, to
be specially set apart for the require-
ments. of the Northern goldields, leaving
£56,000, as we were led to believe,
available for expenditure upon goldfields
in other parts of the colony during the
coming year. Yet, on October 14th,
three weeks before these Estimates were
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placed before the House, a. contin-
gent liability had already been incurred
amounting to £53,222, so that virtually
the £70,000 asked for had already beena
absolutely expended or allocated. There
was the special allocation of £15,000
for the North, and liabilities amounting,
as these papers show, to £63,222, Yet
not one word was said in this House by
the Treasurer or by anyone on the Trea-
sury benches that the money had been
expended, but we were led to believe that
thlis X70,000 would he available for neces-
stary works during the ensuing year.
They left the House under the impression
that out of the Loan of £1,600,000 to be
raised in London there would be.£70,000
available for the further extension and
development of the goldfields. That is
what this House complains of. A great
point has been made by the Premier to-
night, and we heard a. great deal about it
the other evening, with regard to the
tremendous amount of money that had
to be expended by the Government in
'keeping the road open to Coolgardie, the
tremendous expenditure that had to be
incurred for the purpose of constructing
tanks, &o., on the road to the goldfields.
I have gone through the papers that have
been laid on the table for the purpose of
ascertaining roughly the whole amount
spent on this water supply question,
including forage and everything, and I
find that all the expenditure incurred,
about which the Premier has made such
a great point, has not exceeded £40,000.
That includes all those wonderful tanks
which the Premier takes such credit for,
but which are still without water-and
the primary complaint made in the House
the other evening with regard to this
water question was that the Government,
through their supineness or nieglect, had
missed the water season, and so deprive-d
the goldfields of their water suppl 'y. This
House voted £70,000 on the Loan Act of
1891 for our goldfields; it again voted
£40,000 out of the loan of 1893 for the
same purpose, making it £110,000, and,
this session again, the House voted a
further £70,000 for expenditure in con-
nection with our goldfields, or a total of
£180,000. Out of all this money (which
by the way was nearly all spent at Cool-
gardie) it appears from the papers laid
on the table that, although £160,000 had
been spent upon (lie goldfields up to the

14th October last, and notwithstanding
the great outcry mnade by the Premier
about the tremendous expenditure neces-
sitated in keeping open the road to
Coolgardie and constructing these splen-
did tanks which have no water iii themi,
after all this effort to convince the House
that the Government were justified in
spnding money without the authority of
Parliament, because of thie exigencies of
the case, and thei imperative necessity of
keeping open the line of commsuvicatiou
with Coolgardie-I say notwithstanding
all this great talk about the tremendous
expenditure in this direction, I find that
out of the £160,000 spent upon the gold-
fields not quite £40,000 was spent on
this Yigarn road, with its tanks, and its
wells, and everything else in the way of
water supply. As I have said, the point
which members on this side of the Rouse
object to is this: not because the Go-vern-
ment have incurred expenditure in the
development of goldfields, but because th~e
M1-inistry, although they were fully aware
some weeks ago that they had exceed ed the
votes of the House, and anticipated nearly
the whole of the £70,000 yet to be raised
in the London market as part of the Loan
Bill passed this session, allowed the whole
of the session to pass by without acquaint-
ig the House of the fact, or obtaining
the necessary, authority to legalise the
expenditure.. If this money has been
spent, -under the exigencies of the case,
during the recess, when Parliament could
not have been consulted, the question
would have biorne an entirely different
aspect. What we complain of, and have
a right to complain of is, that while
Parliament is sitting, while the Loan Bill
and the Loan Esthnates and other import-
ant ineasures are passing thro ugh this
House, whic;h would ha-ve been afi'ected
in their issue by the knowledge withheld
from us by the Government for,no doubt,
members' views on the whole financial
question would have been varied if they
had this information before them-I say
what we complain of is that the Govern-
mneat did not enlighten us as to the actual
position of affairs. The Government bad
not the courage to do so, or, if they had
the courage, they had not the knowledge.
There is no other alternative; either they
were thiemselves in ignotance of the state
of affairs, and did not know that the
£70,000 which they asked this House to
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authorise them to raise in the London
market had already been spent or allo-
cated, or, if they did know it, they'
had not the courage to come to the House
and make a clean breast of it, and to
obtain the necessary authority to confirm
this illegal expenditure. Whiichiever alter-
native, whichever horn of the dilemuma
the Ministry choose to ac-cept, I do not se
how they are to escape transfixion. I do
noet initendl to argue this question at any
length, as we shall have another oppor-
tunity of dealing with the action of the
Government when the question comes up
in another form, upon another resolut-
tion; but, before sitting down, I wish to
say that I do not think any member on
this side of the House-and I am fully
assured that no member on the other side
of the House-has the slightest intention
or desire to restrict the expenditure of the
money in the hands of the Government
for the development of our goldfields.
I wish that to be clearly understood.
But what we say to the Government is
this: if you want money to spend, take it
legally; take the House into your con-
fidence, and let us be made acquainted
with what you intend doing. This Rouse
has never sought to restrict the Govern-
mnent in its goldfields expenditure. So long
as I have wen able to watc-h its history
Mid its proceedings, this House has never
Sought to narrow down the Governmeut
to small amounts for large and important
undertakings of this character. We are
quite willing to vote this X50,000 now
asked for, and if it were necessary we
would be willing to vote £500,000 for
the purpose. But that is not the question
we are now dealing wvith. Whiat wewant
to insist upon is that the expenditure
shiall. not be incurred without the know-
ledge of Parliament, while Parliament is
actually sitting. What we want is to
control th. expenditure of the public
money, and so far as members on this
side of the House are concerned, we are
going to do it. We are not going to
allow this expenditure to go on contrary
to the provisions of the Audit Act. As
His Honour the Speaker pointed out the
other evening, a matter of £78,000 has
been expended without the knowledge of
Parliament, and without obtaining the
authority of Parliament for the expendi-
ture. I will not detain thle House any
longer on this occasion, beyond saying

that it is not the question of the expen-
(liture itself, but the manner of the
expenditure that members on this side of
the House object to.

Resolution put and passed.
Ordered-That the resolution be trans-

muitted to the Legislative Council, and
their concurrence desired therein.

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDERS.
On the mo1tion Of thle PREMIER, the

Standing Orders were suspended, in order
to allow motions of which notice had
been given for the next sitting of the
House to be proceeded with at once.

UNAUTHORISED EXPENDITURE IN
CONNECTION WITH DEVELOPMENT
OF GOLDFIELDS.

EXPLANATIONS OF THE GOVERNMENT NOT

SATISFACTORY.

MR. RANDELL, in accordance with
notice, moved, "That the explanations of
the Government ais to the expenditure in
connection with the development of the
goldfields and mineral resources are not
satisfactory, the public funds of the
colony having been expended without
the athlority of Parliament." He said:
It is not my intention to detain the House
at any length, as I have already indicated
my views on the subject. I desire to say
again that the explanations given by the
Ministry are not, to my mind, satis-
factory. It is true we have had a promise
of amendment in the future, but that
does not touch the question of the past,
nor the state of affairs we have been
brought face to face with, and which
the Legislature should set its face most
strongly against. One feature that has
particullarly struck me, in connection with
the additional vote of £50,000 which has
just been granted to the Government, is
the fact that the honl. member for West
Kimberley (Mr. A. Forrest), who was
one of the most determined members of
the House to raise his voice against the
lamentable state of things disclosed in
connection with the expenditure of the
money already voted, when the matter
was brought before the House the other
evening, has never since opened his mouth
on the subject. It is difficult to under-
stand the hon. member's sudden change
of front. No doubt he has some reason
for withdrawing from the position he
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took up the other evening, andL remaining
silent througrhout the whole of the debate
that has taken place to-night.

Mn. A. FORREsT: Because the lion.
mnember for Perth has now made it a
party question.

Mu. RANDELL:- The,, lion. nmeimber's
silence is very eloquent, after the severe
strictures he indulged in the other even-
ing. I suppose his tonctions are still
the same, hut tie question, as he says,
having been made a party question, he
feels he cannot give expression to his
convictions, though lie joined with other
members the other evening in strongly
deprecating the expenditure that had
taken place. It strikes me that the state
of affairs disclosed the other evening
ought not to be allowed to go on without
a protest, or we shall find Coolgardie
and its water supply a sort of bottomless
pit, through which the funds of the
colony will soon disappear. I am not
going to enter into the question now of
whether we should continue this abnor-
inn] expenditure upon our goldfields, but
I submit it is our duty to watch carefully
over the expenditure of every pound, not
only upon these particular works but
uponi all other works. I do not think the
Ministry of the day are justified, in the
interests of the country, in giving a man
carte blanche to rio what he likes in con-
nection with these great public works. I
tbink the Premier has shown to-night
that hie is as much dissatisfied as we are
on this side of the House with the state of
affairs that has been disclosed in con-
nection with this expenditure, and that it
is his determination to endeavour in the
future to prevent a recurrence of what
has taken place in the past, and to pur-
sue a course which wvilI recorimuend itself
to Parliament and to the public. Let us
hope that such will be the case. I atm
quite certain we have arrived at that
stage in our history when it is desirable
that strict supervision should he kept
over the expenditure of the public funds
of the colony. I think circumstances
have arisen which point clearly and un-
mistakably to the necessity of the Tr-eas-
ury making itself acquainted with the
expenditure of every sum of money held
in its hands, and controlling that expen-
diture. I think it is admitted that this
has not been the case in this instance.
Whether it is owing to the peculfiar sys.

tern in operation, or whether it is owing
to the extraordinary circumstances which
have had to be met, I cannot say; but
the fact remains. I am willing to admit
that there is a great deal in tihe extra-
ordinary circumstances in which the
Government found. themselves. I ex-
press my sympa),thy with them in the
diffculties in which they were: placed,
owing to the unusual deniands uponi the
public trea sury. -But there is a limit to
all things. With our small population
and our limited means, and the necessity
for again entering the money miarket for
a large loan, it is incumbent upon us to
exercise the strictest supervision over our
public expendituire. Looking at thielarge
amount of expenditure contemplated in
connection with public works, all over
thme colony, I think it is time this House
should set its face agrainst unauthorised
expenditure. It is time it should let the
Treaury, which holds the financial affairs
of the colony in its hands, and. to at large
extent the country's destiny-it is time
for this Rouse to show that it holds the
Treasury responsible for the expenditure
of the public funds. I do not want to
say anything that is hard, or that which
is not right and true, myself; and I ami
sure the Premier did not mean what hec
said when he criticised my action in con-
nection with this matter as he did. I do
not think that m-y public career justified
the insinuation that any muember of this
House can make a eat's paw of tile. My
action in) the matter is the resulIt of earnest
conviction. I think it is my duty to
draw the attention of the country to the
state of affairs which has developed in
our midst. As I have already said, I do
not intend myself to detain the House on
this occasion, but I hope we shall have
some eloquent speeches from members on
the other side of the House, who no doubt
have come he(.re this evening with the
intention of supporting the Government,
and of showing us thai; we aire not jnsti-
fled in demndming reformation and an
improved state of things in the future.
The matter has been very fully debated
already, in connection with thle resolu-
tion. just passed, which was, to a certain
extent, inseparable from the umotion now
before the House. We have elicited
expressions of opinion from the lips of
the Premier which are to at large extent
reassuring as to the future course to be

Unaulhorimd Rrjiendihire,
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taken with regard to the public expendi-
ture. I shall not regret the action taken
in this mnatter if that should be the result
of this debate. I am quite sure that in
the action we have taken we shall have
the approval of the country at large. It
is only a duty, we owe to the country to
watch over the public expenditure, and
to see that no abuses creep in. I do not
for a, moment wish to say that the present
Ministry have initiated or countenanced
abuses. I believe they are actuated by
honest and honourable intentions; but it
is easy to get into a slip-shod way of
dealing with the finances.

THE Oosrmrssronu OF RAILWAYTS
(Hon. H. W. Venn) : We had a " slip-
shod " legacy.

MR. RAIWDELL: That is all the more
reason why you shouldl not continue it,
but at once set your house in order, and
discontinue this slip-shod system in the
future. The Government, at any rate,
arts now% fully aware that the course pur-
sued in the past is not one which colmi-
mnends itself to the good judgment of
the coiuntry;, nor is it conducive to that
good adininistr-ation which I hope we all
desire to see carried out. I move the
resolution standing in my name.

MR. A. FORREST: In rising to speak
on this very important motion of the
bon. inember for Ferth, I wish to say a
few words in reply to what fell from the
hion. member, who rather twitted me
with not following up what I stated a
few nights ago. The reasons for my not
doing so are easy to explain. In the first
place, I thought that members on the
Opposition benches were going too far.
Secondly, the motion given notice of by
the bion. member for Geraldton, in the
first instance, amounted to a vote of no
confidence in the Government. IF could
not go so far as that. I could not think
of placing the destinies of this country
in the hands of members on the Opposi-
tion benches. These are mny reasons for
not supporting the hon. member in this
very imiportant resolntion. But I disagree
altogether with the system of expenditure
carried on by the Works Department. I
consider it is extravagant. It is altogether
beyond the wants of the colony. I regret
as much as any member of this House
that rarliament was not informed that
nearly the whole of the £70,000 included
in the new Loan Dill had already been

expended. I go that far in protesting
against the action of the Government,
but I am not prepared to hand over the
destinies of this country to members on
the Opposition benclies. I do not think
that some of the members sitting on this
side of the House are prepared to go as
far as I would go myself in this matter,
because they thoroughly believe in the
Government. But, in mny opinion, there
are one or two departments which are

very extravagnut; and, if this resolution
will do anything towards putting down
the extravagance of the Works Depart-
inent, it will be a good thing for the
country, and I will support it to that
extent. Wherever we go, not only on the
goldields, but in any part of the colony,
we see the greatest extravagance, anid
money wasted. You have not to go many
yards from here, to the top of Hay Street,
to see a specimen of the extravagance
and incompetence of the Works Depart-
ment. They seem to have no idea what
they are spending; and, when this House
meets next year, I shiall ask for a return
showing what that road cost. Then there
is that bridge at Beaufort Street. It was
supposed to be safe for traffic, but they
are still spending money on it, although
the contract is completed. I am informed
on the very best authority that it will
require something put below the present
bridge to strengthen it. I don't know
how it is, but it seems that everything
that is done by the Government is done
differently from what is done by other
people. Everything shows extravagance.
If you are of a practical turn of mind
you cannot 11011 noticing it. If you only
comtie across a fence, you can say at once,
"1That's a Government fence, I know."
It is the same with buildings. No expense
is spared.

Mu. SIMPSON:- You had better support
tie motion.

MR. A. FORREST: The hion. member
for Geraldton cannot be serious when he
asks me to support him, for I do not
think that since he has had the honour of
holding a seat in this House I have ever
supported him in one single instance,

*and I do not suppose I ever will. We
1have agreed to differ on nearly all matters.
* MR. SimpsON: Long may it continue so!

MR. A. FORREST: I hope so. I have
not the slightest wish to agree w ith the
lion, member. It seems to me ridiculous
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that a, motion like this should be brought
forward, considering, the source it has
conic from; and I am sorry indeed that
our old friend, the member for Perth,
should have lent his countenance to a
proposition of this sort, when lie knows
lie cannot possibly carry' it, and that
the minority who will support it is
so small. A resolution like this, when
there is no chance of carrying it, can do
no good. It only gives rise to had feel-
ing, and causes irritation amongst friends,
whichl I do not like to see, though if I
thought I could irritate the hion. meni-
her for Naunine T should be very pleased.
That lion, member says the Government
expended this money without authority,
and he is very cross with themi for that
reason. But. I believe the lion. member
himself was one or' those who asked the
Government to make a survey for a rail-
way from Mullewa to Cue, without any
authority from Parliament. The Gov-
ermnent did so, and quite right, too. If
theyv had waited for the sanction of Par-
liament, and refused to take any action in
the matter, I do not think thor would
have held their seats long.

Mnt. ILLINGORoITHI- That was in the
recless.

Mz. A. FORREST: I think the whole
of the blamne for this discussion rests
with one department. The Commissioner
of Works should have kniown the exact
amount spent, and the exact amount
of his liabilities, and he should have
informed the Treasurer of it, and the
Treasurer should have infornied the
Hou se. It did not look well for the
Premier to conic here, thle other evening,
and say hie did not know the money had
been spent. If* people carried on their
private affairs in the same way, and dlid
not know what they spenit or what their
liabilities were, I don't know how they
would get on. As for the excuse that
the vouchers did not come down with the
orders, ii' I had anything to do with it I
would niot have honouired the orders,
unless I had the vouchers or was advised
of the expenditure in sonie way. We all
know that this money has been chiefly
spent on our Eastern goldflelds, -and,
although the work. has been done well,
vet anyone who travels along that road
cannot help noticing that there has been
gross extravagance and waste of nuinley
in connection with these works-works

which in the course of another twelve or
eighlteen months will be entirely useless,
except perhaps for the railway engiucs.
But I don't think these engines require to
he provided with tanks costing £3,000 or
X4,000, Smaller tanks wvoul have
answered every purplose, if muade near
the catchmnent areas. One cannot help
admiring the genius of the man who
built these tanks, because they are built
in a style wore, suitable to the require-
meats of a city like Perth than for a. butsh
road. In every p)ossible %vay the Works
Departnient, in my opinion, has spent
the country's money without any idea of
who had to pay for the work. That is
my honest opinion. They do their
work well, I ad-mit, and I am glad
to have this opportunity of congratu-
lating the department upon the way
they carry out their work. But they
are the most extravagant people I ever
met in mny life. Everything they do is
on the nmost expensive scale possible.
Thiat is the fault I have to find with the
department. They do their work well,
but they do it very extravagantly. I can-
not, however, go as far as this resolution,
and pass a, vote of want of confidence in
thle Government. If it only deprecated
the extravagance of the Works Depart-
ment, I would have gone with it, but I
cannot go so far as this resolution does
and condemn the whole Ministry. There-
fore I ami going to vote against the hion.
member for Pci-th, because h-is object is
to place the Goverlniment. in a position
they should not be placed in, and it
appears to mie there is no necessity for
suLch a mnotion. It means no miore nor
less than a Vote Of want Of confidence in the
Miniistry; and Ido not think they deserve
it, or the majority of them, at any rate.

Mit. SIMPSON:- I do not think, sir,
that a more carefully worded and, I may
say, gentle resolution than the present
one was ever submitted for the con-
sideration uE a Legislative Assembly in
Australia, under sunmilar circumstances.
The resolution is to this effect: " That
the explanations of the Government as to
the expenditure in connection with the
development of the goldlfields and minieral.
resaturces are not satisfactory, the publiv
funds of the ivohoiy having been expended
without the authority of Parliament."

ITo-nighit, sir, sitting in this chamiber, we
have the result of what one may call the

Unaulleorked ExIienditure.
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concentrated pul)lie; opinion of the colony.
The people who contribute the revenues
of the country have entrusted certain
representatives with the control and die.
trihution of those revenues, anid these
representatives are supposed to be respon-
sible to the public for the expenditure of
their money, and to know how that expen-
diture has been incurred. The Premier,
to-nighit, in a sort of " latter-day tract "
-we have had so many ex planations: fromt
the Treasury benches that one has to
designate each explanation by some dis-
tinctive title; the other day the Premier,
in that classical language and cultured
diction which he adopts wheni he is
attacked, simply told us he knewv nothing
about this expenditure, but to-night he
has come before us with an elaborate
arrangemenL of figures with which ha hats
sought to exlin away the admnission he
made the other night. I have heard a
littleabout theplrelpartion of this defence;
I have heard that he was closeted for some
hours to-day with a gentleman closely
connected with the particular department
concerned, working uip his speech, and
consuming a considerable amount of cool-
ing drinks in the process. This possibly
may account for the state of his temper,
but not for the elegance of his language,
or the sparkle of his argument. Ho has
been good enough, in referring to mnembers
on this sidle of the House, who consider
they are only doing their duty to the
country in protecting the rights of the
people, and in guarding the public purse,
-he has been good enough to c:all them
names. I remember that, iii my young
days, that used to be the habit of funny
little boys; when they were licked, they
called namies and then ran away. The
bon. gentleman referred to some member
of this House as a jackal. I believe
that is -a term used in one of Esaop's fables.
There is another fable attributable to the
sanme source, which I may remind the
Premier of, about an ass that assumed
the sk-in of a lion, and was not discovered
until it made an effort to roar, when his
roar turned out to be a bray. Sir, we
have it on the highest authority in the
land on constitutional law, that it is a
distinct violation of the authority of
Parliament for the Government to expend
the public money without parliamentary
sanction. The Government have tried to
divert attention from the real issue, by

foisting upon the House and thu country
the statement that our desire is to curtail
the expenditure in connection with the
dlevelopment of the goldfields. That, Sir,
is a Statement which I venture to say
will carry no weight with any intelligent
muember of the community. Since this
debate was opened, I have not listened to
a single word from any member on this
side of the House that wou~ld indicate
anything but a most earnest desire to do
everything, within the limit of our means,
to assist - in the development of our
iierat. resources, The charge which it

hats been attempted to foist against the
Opposition lins no foundation. rlI have no
captious desire to criticise the statements
made the other night by the Commissioner
of Works, which he called explanations,
but I must say they threw ao light what-
ever upon this unauthorised expenditure.
Our object is simply to conserve the rights
tind privileges of Parliament in connec-
tion with the control of public expendi-
ture. We rejoice at the present moment
in having a Ministry in power whose
integrity is beyond question. I say that
fearlessly, in public, as my honest o)pinion.
What we condemn is the laxity of the
control which they ought to have exer-
cised, 1and their absolute ignorance of
what has been going en in connection
with this golclfilds expenditure. It is
appalling to realise that X50,000 can
practically be spent by the Government
on public works, and the Works Depart-
ment be absolutely unaware of it, and the
Treasury oblivious of it, for ]nonths after-
wards. Sir, this is not the only instance
in connection with expenditure of this
sort. If we were to go into Lhe details of
other expenditure in connection with this
same deparutment, we should find the same
state of affair. There is a distinct spirit
at work in that department to keep Par-
lianient without the information it ought
to lie in possession of. [THE COMMS-
SIONER OF RAILWAYS: Wrong!] In
order to confirmi what I say I will read
a minute from the reasurer himself,
addressed last year to the Commissioner
of Railways, the hejA of the department,
-a, minute which may be found among
the public documents of the colo~ny. It
reads in this form:
THE Hox. THE ConnnISboNEI Or RIWAYAS.

I recommend the Under Treasurer's clear
and concise memorandum to the careful study
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of the officers of your department. I also
request that you will instruct your officers to
follow the advice of the Under T1reasurer in
regard to all account. for payment, and, if
they do this and follow the regulations, the
responsibility will then rest with the 'lreasury,
if things do not work well.

2. As Premier and Treaasirer, I am most
concerned in taking care that discredit does
not come upon the Government; and I am
convinced that if your department had worked
with the Treasury in the loyal and proper
manner it should have, the difficulties that
have arisen, and which have culminated in
the Auditor General reporting your depart-
ment to the Legislature, would not have
arisen.

What more darming evidence could I
bring in support of this charge against
the Public Works Department? The
Commissioner of Railway, s, when I made
the Statement just now, said it was
wrong. But there it is, in black and
white, from the head of the Government.
There is a subsequent paragraph which
suggests what will be done if the instruc-
tions of the Premier are not carried out.

Tan COMMSSIONER, op RAILWAYS
(Hion. H. WV. Vean) : Read it all out.

Mn. SIMPSON: I Will:
3. As head of the government, and ms

Treasurer, I will not allow this obstrnetion to
continue any longer; and I insist on your
department, ad al other departments, carry-
ing out loyally and faithfully the wishes of
the Traury ad Audit Departmients.

4. Every department can arrange its in-
ternal accounts as it pleases, so long as
efficiency is attained; but for any department
to attempt to dictate to the Treasury and
Audit Departments, and to oppose their
wishes, in the way that has heen done, is past
endurance, and will not be tolerated.

6. 1 hope, therefore, you will issue instruc-
tions that will terminate, once and for all, any
opposition whatever to my wishes in regard
to the Estimates, and the form and manner of
rendering the public accounts.

6i. 1 amn very sorry to write in this way,. hut
I am now determined on this subject; and I
feel sure you will uise your best endeavours to
have my wishes complied with willingly and
faithfully.

2-7-9)3.
JOHN FORREST,

Premier and TIreasurer.

AIR. ILLINGWOKT$: And the Commnis-
sioner did not resign!

'AI. SIMPSON : NO. Members will
recollect that a fewv years ago the
Treasurer or the Government of this
colony, unauthorised by this House,
guaranteed £50,000 for the Midland
Railway Company. I think I am safe
in saying that, after the trouble and

unpleasantness which that action of the
Government caused, the Premier made a
mental resolve that he would not sanction
any public expenditure in the future
without its being duly authorised by
Parliament. But, following upon that,
what do we fintd? Simply a succession
of unauthorised expenditures following
each other as naturally as the letters of
the alphabet follow the letter " A." That
is the position Of afflairs which led to
that Scathing official minute I have just
reald; and that is the posit ion of affairs
in this instance, wvhich has necessitated
this resolution. I trust that members
sitting on the Treasury benches will
realise that there is no ])ersonal advan-
tage sought by members on this side of
the House in this matter. So far as I
know there are no seekers of office on
these benches.

THE PREMIER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest):
Of course, we know that.

MR. SIMPSON: There may be in-
dividual instances of which I anm un-
aware. But I will say this: that it is
the dutty of all sections, of all shades of
opinion, in this House to work shoulder
to shoulder in preserving the rights of
the pe~ople, and in preventing theun
authorised expenditure of public money.
The Premier, to-night, in his very labour-
ed explanation, to my mind conveyed no
information of any value to justify the
expenditure that has taken place in this
instance, without the knowledge of the
Treasury. Towards the conclusion of his
speech he certainly did tell us it would
not occur again. He wats good enough to
promise that much. Hie came dIown from
his high, pedestal to that extent. He
reminded me of the yarn about the
coon up the tree, upon which Colonel
Culver had drawn a bead. Knowing
what a dead shot the Colonel was, and
finding himself in a tight lplace, the
coon cried out "Don't shoot, Colonel;
I'll climb down." I think the Premier,
at the end of his speech, felt very much
in the same position as the coon. He
asked the Opposition not to shoot, as lie
was ready to climb down; and he gave
us a promise it should never occur again.
Sir, So lOng as the public expenditu-e is
allowed to) be carried on in this unpre-
cedented, unbusinesslike, and utterly in-
excusable way, so long is it the duty of
the Opposition to criticise such expendi-

Untuolhorked Ealmuditure.
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ture, and so long will they deserve the
thanks and approval of this country for
directing attention to it, ats in this resolu-
tion.

MR. CLARKSON: It is not quite dlear
to me what this resolution means. If it
means a vote of want of confidence in
the Government, which I am rather
inclined to think it does, I may say, at
once that I do not consider tile colony is

s ufficiently ripe to deal with such motions.
I do not think that nmenbers opposite
would be able to form a Government
sufficiently strong to meet with the
approval and support of the people of
this colony just at present. I think they
want a little more experience. We all
know it is very easy to be wise after the
event. The main portion of this expendi-
ture, which is thle question now at issue,
arose in connection with the water supply
on our goldields. IfI remember rightly,
members opposite have strongly a-dvo-
cated expenditure in this direction. I
know I did, for I considered it the most

*important question the Government had
to deal with; and, I believe, the hon.
mnember for Geraldtou (Mr. Simipson)
endorsed that view at the time. It does
seem to me rather hard, af ter urging the
Government to incur this expenditure,
and public feeling being strongly in
favour of it and of sparin noepes
in this direction-i say it does seem hard
that, after the money is expended, they
should now turn upon the Government,
and blame them for this expenditure,
simpliy because there has b)en no rain to
fill the Government tanks. Had those
tanks been full, I venture to say we would
not have board anything of all this talk
we have had this evening. The Govern-
ment, in my opinion, were perfectly justi.
fled in spending this money. Had they
not done so, great fault would have been
found with them, and members opposite
would have been among the first to join
in condemnation of the Government.
When I picked up the newspaper the
other motrning, and saw the report of the
debate on this subject, I was astonished
to find suich a serious charge made against
the Government in this matter. I have
heard the Premier's explanation this even-
ing, and it seems to me a very reasonable
one indeed; and I see no reason whatever
to join in a vote of want of confidence
in the Goveruit. Therefore, I shall

cer-tainly not Support this proposition of
my bon. friend, the member for Perth.

MR. RICHARDSON: Probably, if this
resolution ]neatnt no more than the word-
ing of it, implies, it might possibly meet
with a great deal more support than it is

likely to do if put to the test of a division.
But it is generally understood that areso-
lution of this kind, put forward by the
leader of the Opposition. does mean more
than appears on the surface. Although
a vote of want of confidence in the Gov-
erumnt is not what these simple words
express, still, cowing fromt the source
they do, I think we may fairly assume
that they amount to very much the saute
thing. The resolution simply says "That
"the explanations of the Government as
"to the expenditure in) connection with
"the development of the goldfields and
"mineral, resources are not satisfactory,
"the public funds of the colony having
"been expended without the authority of
"Parliament,.' That is an innocent-

looking resolution in itself, but it is quite
evident to every member that there is
something more meant by these words
titan thle very simple expression of
opinion which they convey. For that
reason I do not think they will meet
with the support which perhaps a simp~le
vote of censure in regard to this parti-
cular item of expenditure would other-
wise have obtained. I, anduother members,
when wye first heard of this expenditure,
were prepared to level our guns and have
a shot at the Commissioner of Railways,
or tbe Superintendent of Works, for this
unauthorised expenditure ; but, when the
leader of the Opposition takes the
matter uip and makes a party question of
it, the matter assiumes another aspect, and
another questiona suggests itself for our
consideration, and it is this :are we
prepared to turn out the present
Ministry, and to select another one
from another quarter of the House?
That appears to me to be the question
we have to consider. When we look
around us, and see what material there
is available for the formation of another
Ministry, the question arises whether
such action would be wise, or whether it
would not he better, or as well, to put uip
with what we already possess. FiorMY
part, although I am not one of those who
say that the present Ministry is perfect,
or that we might not select 'individual
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members from the other side of the
House who would fill the same office
better or as well-I have never, myself,
been above blaming the Ministry for
some of their acts when I thought they
deserved it; nor do I think I will in the
future ; still, doing that is one thing, and
subscribing to a motion like this, which
is intended to tell them plainly that we
have no further confidence in them, is
,another thing. The matter assumes a
much more serious aspect if we axe asked
to tell them plainly they had better go
about their business, and that we are
prepared to accept another Ministry in
their place from the opposite, side of
the House. Of course any member
who supports a Government which
is in a majority must be prepared to
have his independence attacked, and to
have it said of him that he it simply

guided by a brutal majority, and has not
the courage of his own convictions, and
all that sort of thing; and some people,
who may be a little weak-minded, might
be susceptible to such innuendoes. If
told they were not " game " enough to
carry out their own convictions, and to
vote against the Government and turn
them out, they might say " Oh, ain't we;
you try us." But when it really comes
to the question of turning out the Gov-
ernient and putting another one in, we
have to consider whether another Gov-
erminent would carryna majority. Itimust
be apparent to every reasonable man that,
without a majority at its back, no Gov-
ernment would practically be possible.
The administration of the country could
not be carried on unless the Government
im office had a reliable majority at its
back. If we were all free lances, as some
members pride themselves upon being,
voting one way to-day and another way
to-morrow, it would be practically im-
possible to carry on the Government of
the countrv, and we would simply degene-
rate into what I call impossilble politicians,
of which I am afraid we have -already a
fair number. I think the crux of the
whole question here (that of unauthorised
expenditure) resolves itself, in My mind,
into two points: one is the motive of the
expenditure, and the other is the result.
No doubt if these two points come out
satisfactoily, we are not so apt to think
so harshly of unauthorised expenditure
as we otherwise would. If, owing to the

force of circumstances, it may have been
almost impossible for the Government to
have obtained the previous &uthoflty of
Parliament to a certain expenditure, and
the Government still incur that expendi-
ture, the first question we have to ask our-
selves is: what was the motive which
prompted the expenditure? Was it an
honest motive? Was it in the best in-
terests of the country ? In the next
p~lace, what was the result of the expen-
diture, and did it justifyv the action of the
Government ? I am not saying that the
action of the Governmnent in this instance
was free from all censure; but if you
judge of the expenditure by these stan-
daards I think you must admit, at any
rate, that the motive was a worthy one.
The development of the goldields indus-
tiry, wvhich at the present moment is
paramount of all our industries, and the
industry in which the prosperity' of the
colony is wrapped up, must be admitted
to be a worthy object; therefore judged
by that standard this expenditure may be
said to have been Justified. Further-
more, as to the result of the expenditure,
I think the result also has justified the
action of the Government, for without
that expenditure a great portion of
the mining industry must have (bied a
natural death, and thousands of miners
now engaged in this work would have
left the fields before now. There could
have been no other possible escape for
them from the water difficulty. It seems
to me that all we can say as to this expen-.
diture is that events have moved faster
than the Government could follow them.
It may be said that the Government
should have foreseen this, that, and the
other; and made these tanks the year
before. That seems to be the construc-
tion put upon it by the honl. member for
Nauinine. No doubt that would have
had some weight if the Government had
been in a position to have assumed the
rolc of a prophet, or to hlave penetrated
into the future, and anticipated the do-
velopinent of the gold-mining industry,
and expended thousands of poumds be-
forehand, in finding water. But, sup-
posing their anticipations had not been
realised ? Supposing the thing had not
come off as they had expected, and there
had been no Bayley 's Reward, no Lon-
donderry, no Wealth of Nations, and
the whole field had turned oat to be a

Unavlhorised Expenditure.
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"1duffer." Such a resolution as this,
censui.ng the Government, would have
been carried by acclimation, andl the
life of the Ministry would have been a
very short one indee-d. But the Govern-
ment, being only humnan, could not dip into
the future. They could not foresee what
was going to happen. It was impossible
for them to have predicted or anticipated
the phenomenal developments that have
since taken place, and the tremendous
demands upon the public purse madie by
these developments. Therefore it appears
to me that in this respect we cannot
reasonably blame the Government. Now
we come to the chief count in the indict-
mnent of the Opposition, namely, that such
a large sum of money should have been
expended without the knowledge of the
Treasury. I quite admit this is a serious
indictment, but, fromt what I canl make
out,, it seeins to be largely blamecable to
thle system. It seeins to me that the
system is wrong-more so tlhan the action
of the Government in administering the
system. The Government, it appears,
have inherited a wrong system of keeping
their accounts; and I think it is rather
hard to blame those who administer the
system, when it is the system itself that
is to blame. It seems to mae that we
should set to work to change the system,
rnather than censuring the Government.
The Premier himself admits the necessity
of changing the system, and has promised
to see that it is changed. There is a
general consensus of opinion ats to the
necessity of changing it, and we have at
promise that it will be changed. In that
promise we have the best cure for the evil
that has arisen in the past. I only hope
the system 'will be changed, for I can
plainly see it is not a good one. It
appears that the Public Works Depart-
ment has an advance account, and that
the officer in charge of the works on the
goldfields is allowed to draw cheques
upon this advance account ad libitum.
Such at system must lead to confusion,
and, owing to the remoteness of the scene
of operation, the Treasury must be kept
a long time in the dark as to the actual
expenditure, until the vouchers come in,
showing the actual expenditure incirred.
Surely, it is not beyond the skill of
Ministers, now that they have seen the
evil of the system, to devise' some better
system, and to keep a wholesome check

upon such expenditure in the future. But
so far as the present expenditure is
concerned, it appears that the evil :orn-
Idalned of is due to the fault. of a had
system rather than to the itt ees of
Ministers. For that reason, and the
other reasons I have already mentioned,
I cannot think that this unfortunate
n-regularity calls for such at severe censure

upon the Government ats is indirectly
contained in the words of this resolution.
I will simplY, in conclusion, allude to one
statement made by the hon. member for
Geraldton, which I think was hardly
correct, in the face of the Premier's ex-
planation. The hon. member expressed
his astonishment that a sumt of X60,000
should actually he spent upon any public
work without any portion of that ex-
pendliture coming to the knowledge of
the Treasury. But, if I understood the
Prenmier, hie told us plainly that, out of
this £C50,000, £ 12,000 was clearly shown
on the Loan Estimates as having been
already contracted for, and it was stated
in a footnote that this amount would
have to be provided for out of some
future Loan Bill. Therefore, it cannot
be said that the Treasury had no know-
ledge of any portion of this expenditure.
It is, perhaps, not a very important
point, but, when we are making definite
charges against the Government, backed
up by what virtually amounlts to a vote
of want of confidence, I think we ought
,at least to be accurate in our figures. I
think all we call fairly do in this matter
is to say in plain words that we cannot
be expected to approve of the system of
expenditure that has been going on, and
that we sincerely hope that Ministers,
will at once take the most vigorous steps
to prevent a repetition of such irregu-
larity as has occurred in the past, and
that the system will be entirely changed.
We may also intimate that if, after this
debate, and the condenation which this
irregularity has evoked, there should be
a repetition of it, Parliament will not be
disposed to treat the matter so leniently.
I will say, no more.

THU COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS (Hon. H. W. Venn) : After
listening to the remarks of the hon.
member for Geraldton, I should like to
say afew words. Bef orelIgo any further
I must say I was very much interested in
what fell from my bon. friend the Premier
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this evening, and if I had been in his
position and had the advantage of making
the first speech to the House on this
question, I should have said very much
what my lion, friend said. Knowing as
hie did the whole facts of the vase equally
as well as I did, he was able to deal with
all the most salient points, and I think
he dealt with them in a. way to carry
conviction to the minds of members
generally. He gave to the House--what-
ever members opposite may say to tie
contrary-all the information that the
House could desire and all the infor-
mation which the country would desire.
I ami satisfied of that.

MR. kLLUwawoRvu: Question!
THEB COMMISSIONER OF RAIL~-

WAYS (lion. H. W. Ven): I think
there is no question whatever about it.
The Premnier never attempted to labour the
point of the illegality of the expenditure
(if you like to call it so). He admitted
that the expenditure so far as it was
unauthorised was illegal, and be told you
that the Government were prepared to
take the responsibility of any unautho-
vised expenditure, if this House did not
approve of it.

Mn. SIMPSON: He's got a big load to
Carry.

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS (Hon. H. W. Veun). A very big
load perhaps. He knew that the moneyv
was being expended, and that the amount
was covered by the Loan 'Bill before the
House. The Government have always
been prepared, since they are in office,
to incur responsibility when necessary,
trusting to the generosity and the proper
feeling of the House to support them
when the matter came to be explained
to members. If they did not meet
with that support, if the House refused
to confirm their action, and they comn-
nutted an error of judgment in in-
curring liabilities which the House de-
clined to approve, they knew it would lbe
within the province of the House to turn
them out of office, and to put somebody
else in their place. We are prepared to
accept that position to-night, and have
been ever since wve have been in office.

MR. SixepsoN: It doesn't look like it,
after that minute I read.

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS (Hon. H. W. Venn):- I will refer
to that minute, The hon. member knows

a little more about that ninute than he
hasw thought fit to explain. He had not
the manliness to explain it. I am. in
possession of some of the facts that came
to his knowledge, and I say he had not
the manliness to tell us all about it.

MR. SIMPSON:. Give us argument, not
abuse.

THE COMMISSION7ER OF RAIL-
WAYS (Hon. H. W. Venu):- I think
the Premier has given to the House all
necessary explanation in connection with
the eXpenditure of these goldfields votes,
from the date of the Loan of 1891 up to
the present day. He pointed out clearly
that we had no idea that the develop-
nient of our goldfields, or the expenditure
in connection with their development,
would have been so great as it has been.
When the work assumed such proporions
as it did, the G;overnment desired to
transfer the water Supply blusiness to
another department, so that the work
mnight be carried out in a workmnan-like
and business-like way.

Mn. SiMPsoN: What (lid the Govern-
ment "whip " (Mr. A. Forrest) say about
that department?

Tam COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS (Hon. H. W. Veu1n):- I do not
take any notice of what the Government
" whip " says. The Government " whip "
is speaking under a strong prejudice
when lie speaks of this particular depart-
ment. [M-x. A. FORREST:- What!] There
is not the slightest doubt about that.
The circumstances connected with this
expenditure were exceptional circum-
Stances. Members must nadmit that. The
expenditure was the expenditure of the
Works Department alone, bu t the Premier
and the other members of the Cabinet
accepted the responsibility, as we were
determnined to keep) that goldields road
open. I say it was to the lasting credit
of the Government that they did so, It
saved the life of time goldfields, and the
life of the colony itself. These are the
circumstances which Justified our action.
If we bad neglected to incur this respon-
sibility, the condemnation which would
have been passed upon us would have been
much greater than it has been this
evening for expending a few thousand
pounds over and above the vote of this
House.

Mn. ILLwaGWORTn Our Complaint is
that you did not tell us about it.
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THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL- good feeling of the House to support
WAYS (Hon. H. W. Venn): That is -a the action of the Government when the
matter of policy. The reason why the matter was explained.
Premier did not tell you before was Ma. Snupsor,: When did he know it?
because he relied upon the generosity and MR. ILLINGWOETH: He told us he did
good feeling of tile House to justify the not know it three weeks ago.
expenditure, incurred under such excep- THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
tional circuistaices. WAYS (Hon. H. W. Venn): I was not

MR. Sisipsox: Did be know about it? here when the Premier brought the
THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL- motion on.

WAYS (Hon. H. W. Veen): Of course MR. SnIPSON: it was in your depart-
be knew there was a large expenditure ment. Whly were you not here?
going on uI) there. We all knew that. THE COMIMISSIONER OF RAIL-

Mnl. ILLINGWOUTH: YOU didn't tell US WAYS (Hon. H. W. Vean): I did not
about it. know he was going to bring it forward

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL- at the time, or else I should have been
WAYS (Roin. H. W. Thin): We tell present.
volt now. We are not going to take our MR. Simpsoy: Oh, yes.
"1cute" from the hon. member opposite MR. R. F. SHeLL: If the House had
(Mr. fllingworth), as to when we ought prorogued before you camne up to make
to give our information. We bring it the explanation-
down at the proper time, when we THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL
think we ought to do so. The Premier WAYS (Hon. H. W. Venn): We would
had sufficient trust in the House and in have done as you would have done,-
the country that our actLion would be incurred the expenditure; feeling sure
approved. We thought the end justified that the country would support us i
the means. It seems to me, as it does to doing so. There has been too much fuss
the Preniecr, that there has been a very made about this affair. As I have Said,
big storm raised about nothing at all. I I listened very carefutlly to the discussion,
say that, because not one voice has been and not a voice has been raised against
raised against the expenditure itself, the amount which the Government had
or the amnwnt. On the contrary, I spent.
believe that if it hud been X150,000 MR. Simi-sow: Hear, hear.
it would have been adlmitted that the THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
money had been well expended. All WAYS (Hon. H. W. Venn): Thle only
that seems to trouble members is that objection which seems to have been taken
they were not told of it before, and that is that the Government did not inform
the provisions of the Audit Act have not the Assembly lbefore; and, if a slight
been strictly adhered to. I ask, is it infringement of the Audit Act has been
better for a Ministry to protect the best commnitted, it 'Ths justified.
interests of the country, in an emergency, MR. SIPSON: Oh, then, you did
or to neglect those interests and. adhere commit an infringement of thle Audit
to the Audit Act? Is it better to in- Act?
fringe the Audit Act a little in at ease of MR. R. F. SHOLL: The Premier said
emergency, or sacrifice the interests of so, anyvay.
the countr-y and carry the Audit Act Tns COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
Under your arm ? If there has been WAYS (Hon. H. W. Venn): I am
any slight irregularity, or ainy slight afraid that bon. members have somehow
blame attached to the Government in the got a wrong impression of what the
matter, the Premier has dealt with it Premier Said.
to-night. MR. R. F. SHOLL: You were not here

MR. SIMnPSON: Why didn't he tell us when he made his Speech, and how do
about it beforeP youl know?

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL- TuE COMM~ISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS (Hon. H. W. Venn): I will WAYS (Hon. HI. W. Venn) : There
tell you why-the other business of seems to be some idea in the minds of
the country was so important, and the sonic members that the Premier wished
Premier relied upon the good sense and I to convey to the House that there was
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some fault to find with the Works
Department. I do not think that is an
impression my friend the Premier wished
to convey. The fact is, the old System of
accounts is not apJpbeable to the present
state of things. The bon. member for
Geraldton has referred to a certain minute
addressed to me by the Premier, and put
in evidence before the Select committee
that dealt with the Auditor General's
report. The hon. member sat on that
committee, and he knows more about that
minute than he pretended to do. The
committee had the Auditor General before
them, and had a full explanation of the
whole thing; and they also had the
Engineer-in-Chief before them.

Ma. StLswsoN - And youx smothered the
evidence. Why didn't you adopt the
system of accounts suggested by the
Engineer-in-Chief ?

THE COMMIISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS (Hon. H. W. Vean):- Because
you had not the courage to bring the
inatter before the House. The evidence
was laid on the table. The hion. member
has read the Premier's minute, but lie
had not the mnanliness to say anything
about the letter that minute was a reply
to.

AIR. SIMPtSON: I beg to say distinctly
I did not know of any letter; if I did,
I would only bave been glad to have
read it.

Tat: COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS (Hon. If. W. Venai): So far as
my knowledge carries mec, evidence was
given by the Auditor General, and that
memorandumi was pitt in by the Auditor
General; and the papers that led to it
wvere placed before the committee. It was
in reply to a long memorandu from inn,
dealing with tho accounts, and recomn-
mending a change of system. The rremier
wats misled in his impression as to the
matter which led up to that minute.

31R. Simpsotf: Did he -withdraw it?
Tnfn COIMISSIONERt OF RATL-

WAYS (Hon. H. W. Veun). No; I never
replied to it. The papers were taken from
the office before we had a chance of reply-
ing, and placed before the hion. member
.and the select committee. I ay also
tell the House that, irrespective of the
-resolution now before it, the Govern-
mient have considered this matter for a
long time, and we are now considering
the system of accounts recommended by

Use ,dkorised Expenditure.

the Department, by means of which
greater control will be exercised over
individual officers at a distance, and
we propose to try it. I feel satisfied
that the System we are about to pur-
sue will lead to far better results
than were obtained by working under
the old regulations. I do not wish in
any waLy to detract from the suitability of
the old regulations for the time they were
first brought into force, because I believe
they were adapted to the purpose, and
equal to the demands of those days, But
ci renistances have changed, and, under
present circumstances, with the large
expenditure going on, at long distances
from head-quarters, the old regulations
cannot work satisfactorily. Therefore,
we aire going to adopt other regulations.
It will be seen that, without any resolu-
tion of this House, the Government have
risen to the occasion. We have anticipated
the views of members who consider that
a change is necessary, and we intend
to carry out the' improved system which
is now suggested. The lion. mnember for
West Kimberley, when be delivered hinm-
self of some hostile remarks on this
subject, spoke, I think, with a good deal
of personal feeling against certain officers
of the Works Departmnet,-{Ms. A.
Fonass'r: No] -- as he has done for
severaLl years past. Whenever that depart-
nient comes tip for discussion the hon.
mnemb-er always accuses it of extravagance.
Surely the hon. member must know that
no important works are uniidertaken by the
department without the Government first
approving of thos;*e works. The Govern-
nent share the responsibility of these

works, and the expenditure they entail.
No Government could exist under any
other system. No individual Minister
can exceed his vote without Executive
authority.

MR. R. F. Sumsi~.: Then the Premier
must have known all abo)ut this expendi-
ture we are complaining about.

TilE COIn.USSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS (Hon. H. W. Venn). The hon.
member for WVest Kinmberley alIso gave US
his opinion about the water tanks which
the Government have built. The hon.
mnember, of course, is not a professional
man, and his opinion, therefore, is not of
much value. 1 venture to suggest that
if you take the opinion of any piressional
man of any authority at all, as to the
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location of these tanks, and their con-
struction, and their capability of catching
water when it does fall, their suitability
cannot be doubted. As to the cost of
them, the Government have had a fair
and good value for their money, regard
being had to the circumstances under
which these tanks were made. The lion.
member for Nannine spoke of the desira-
bility of having them constructed by
contract, If they bad been dlone by con-
tract, they could not have been carried
out within the time they were carried out.
Theyv could not have been constructed
without very carefully prepared specifi-
cations, whichi would have taken up a lot
of time. After all, it is not the fault of
the Government that there has been no
rain. Had thcre been a fall of water to
fill these tanks, we should not have beard
any complaints at all about the expendi-
ture, except, perhaps, front the lion.
mnemb.-er for Nannine, because it was un-
authorised expenditure.

MR. ILLINGOOTH: Because there was
concealment,

Tus COMMISSIONER OF EMIL1-
WAYS (Hon. H. W. Veun):- There was
no concealment about it. We plead
guilty as to the expenditure being un-
authorised, but we plead justification,
because of the exceptional circumstances
and the conditions which compelled us to
act as we did. Reference has been maide
to the road now being made from Ha'
street to Subiaco, andi the work has been
condenined. by one or two members. I
understand this work is likely to come
before the House, upon a separate resolu-
tion, when I Shall be able to justify what
is being done by the department. [MR.
RAN-DELL: Never!] I think I shall.
Therefore, I shall not deal with that
to-night, as it is altogethier irrelevant. I
wish distinctly to say again that, in
dealing with this question as it has been
dealt with to-night, members have, to my
mind, dealt with it in a more proper wa~y
-not by a, resolution dealing with indi-
vidual Ministers, as proposed the other
night, hut with the Government as a
whole; for, if there is blame, it is not
individuals who ought to be blamed, hut
the Government as a body.

MR. SIMPSON. You want to d rag them
all down with yourself!

TwaF COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS (Hon. H. W. Veun): Yes, if we

come down at all, we will comne down
together. We are prepared for that.
We have nothing to fear from this dis-
cussion. I never approached any subject
in my life with a lighter heart and a
clearer conscience, or been mnore hop~eful
as to the result. The mnore you probe it,
the more you investigate the actions of the
Government, the more we will like it, and
the miore you will applaud us, and the
greater will be the support we shall
obtain. If there was a, little delay in
bringing the matter before the House, it
was not with any desire to hoodwink-
members or to conceal any information
from them. If there had been any suc;h
desire, we could have gone oni in the
future as in the past. But there was a
desire on the part of the Ministry that
the House should know exactly the state
of affairs. Six weeks ago I drew the
attention of the House to the fact that,
if members wished us to continue in the
future as we had been doing iu the past,
with regard to the expenditure in con-
nection with these goldfields;, £70,000
(the sum on the Loan Bill) would not be
anything like enough. I say again this
£50,000 now asked for is only a very
small sum to deal with this great work
of keeping our gold fields alive, and
keeping the colony alive.

MR. SIMPSON: Make it five Millions.
THiE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-

WAYS (Eon. H. W. Venn):- I do not
think I need say any more, unless perhaps
to complinment the hion. memiber opposite
(Mr. Simpson) for the way lie has spoken
of the Premnier, and his personal reference
to A~sop's fables.

MnR. SI MP SON: lain glad you f id they
apply.

MR. TiEAKE: The refrain of the
speeches of Ministers opposite has been
this: " We have done wrong, but we wvon't
do it again." But that is not the in for-
ination we want. We are not Satisfied
with an ack-nowledgn.t of their fault,
and a, so-called assurance that it won't
occur again. We have to inquire into
the circumstances uinder which these
things have happened, and we are justi-
fled in asking ourselves this question:
have the Government been open and
above-board with us? Ha-ve they ac:ted
with political consistencye Have they
set a good example to those who will
some day follow them? Or, have they
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not established a dangerous lplecedeut?*
There is no doubt that in this instance
they have established a very dangerous
precedent, and we should not have had
this very lame and baiting explanation
(so called by Ministers) had it not been
for the attack made upon them on this
side of the House. We cannot shut our
eyes to this fact: that this information was
before Ministers weeks ago. There is also
this fact: that this explanation is given
to the House-wvhen? On the eve of the
prorogation; at a time when the House
had almost exhausted itself with the
business of the session; at a time when
members (unless a certain amiount of
vigilance were observed) would be likely
to give questions the go-by, and would be
prone to accept the assurances of members
opposite without demur. But so far as
the political assurances of the present
Ministry are concerned, I think we should
not give them too mnuch weight, when
we consider what happened a few clays
ago in another place.

THE PREMIER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest):
What happened in another place?

ME. LEAKE: What, after all, is the
explanation which the Government have
nowv giveni us? Absolutely nothing.
There is no explanation at all. They
have not responded to the attack of the
lion. member for Perth, or the attacks
made upon them by other members on
this side of the House. They have simply
made the statement that circumstances
justified this exceptional expenditure and
therefore the money was expended. That
is all they have got to say. But what
we complain of is not the expienditure of
the mioney. What we say to the Govern-
mient is this: "Having had ample oppor-
tunity for doing so, you dlid not take this
House into your confidence, as we had a
right to expect and demand." It is for
not doing that that we accuse the
Ministry of acting unconstitutionally and
of abusing Parliamentary privilege.' On
the l5th of this month the Supplementary
Estimates were ])assed, and at that time
it was open for them to have come down
and added this £50,000 which they now
ask for, and included it in the Appropria-
tion Bill. I say that, even under the
authority of the resolution passed this
evening, they are adopting an uncon-
stitutional course in spending this mioncy
on the strength of a bare resolution.

Can anyone say that is a proper con-
stitutional practice? If they had not
this information in their possession weeks
ago, we should not, perhaps, have blamed
them so much; but, having had it, it
was their duty to have brought the
matter before the House. But, no;
they would not do that, because it
might have imperilled the passage of
certain other meaures which were at that
timbefore Parliament. [THE PRER:
No, no.] They now seek to excuse
themnselves under a de~fective system,
for which they themselves are respon-
sible. Was there ever such a lame excuse?
What does the Premier say *? He blows
hot and cold, it seems to me. In the
discussion on the Loan Estimantes, last
year, referring to the Public Works
Department, the Premier said a great
deal had been dlone in that Department in
putting things on a proper basis." How
is it then that things have fallen into this
lamentable state at time present momentP
The Premnier argues that all Governments
spend money without approval. No
doubt they do. It is onecof the incidences
of government that the Ministers must
spend, perhaps, a small sumn, without
prior approval; but Governments let
Parliament know at the earliest possible
moment. That, however, has not been
done here. Then we were asked: why
should -we take this matter seriously ?
But, if we will not take public expenditure
seriously, when it is attempted to be
illegrally mnade, what will we take seriously ?
Will we relinquish one of our most
important privileges and lose the control
of the public purse? They have argued,
too, that they have carried on the surveys
of new railways, without previous Parlia-
mentary authority. We do not deny that,
but We must Say: how can you account
for the expenditurecof this money? Then
they say they will take the responsibility
of all this. Yes, but they have taken a
liberty too -a liberty of expending close
on £50,000, and not been able really to
account for it. And then, perhaps as a
crushing argument, in the Premier's
vituperative style, lie coies down with a
phrase or two and stigmuatises the leader
of the Opposition-for whomn we, at any
rate, have great respect-as having been
hoodwinked and misled by a pack of
jackals. You see, they can't have much
reliance on the force of their arguments
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when they have to descend to abuse;
and abuse is not the sort of power
to convince a Legislative Assembly-
at least it should not be-though it
may he resorted to when, with that
overbearing confidence and reliance on a
staunich majority, Ministers know full wvell
they can trifle with rules and trifle with
everything else that is parliamentary.
But tha~t sort of thing cannot always
continue, and I hope lion, members will
set their faces against practices of the
kind. Are wve to be told that we must
not criticise the Government? You must
not criticise them too strongly. Don't be
unkind by turning themn out of office.
Don't bring in resolutions which, though
true in themrselves, will have that effect,
because-say the supporters of the Gov-
ement-"1 We know very wvell you on
the other side are practically correct in
all you say, said your resolution is abso-
lutely, truthful, but we will sink all our
manhood. "-I was going to say "1we will
sink all our political principles "-anid
we will give a direct negative to this
absolutely truthful resolution, because
we prefer to stultify ourselves and sup-
port the Government in their illegal and
improper p)ractices." There is one other
circumstance which I hope haIs not
escaped the observation of members, and
it is with regard to the lion. the Director
of Public Works himself. Ho has been
told by an hon. member for whom I amn
sure the Ministry have the greatest
possible respect-the lion. memiber for
West Kimberley-tliat the Works Depar-t-
anent is extravagant, that it is incom-
petent, that public money has been wasted,
and in fact that the Department can do
nothing right.

THE: DIRETR OF PUBLIC WORKS
(Hon. H. W. Venn): He did not say
that. He said they do their work wveil,
but extravagantly.

MR. LEARE: Yes, and with glaring
inconsistency bie says the department is
incompetent. We cannot construe the
lion. member's expressions into comapli-
ientary terms, can weY That is not

the inference I draw from thre hon. inr-
her's remarks. I think his observations
on the department have been more
stringent ,and severe than those of any
other member of this House. and I do
not think those sti-ictui-es would have
been uttered by him, had it not been for

the tactics of the Minister hinself; and
here I must blame that Minister for his
studied reticence in regard to every
matter in connection with his depai-tinent
during this session. Was hie not reticent
on thfe Loan Bill? Was he not abso-
lutely reticent on the Loan Estimates,
on the general Estimates, and then on
this vote of £260,000 ?-coufident in
the idea, no doubt, that he had an
exjplanation upI his sleeve for every-
thing; but lie has kept the explanation
to himself, when we wanted him to
take this House and the country into
his confidence, and, if lie has auy explana-
tions, to give them freely. Can anybody
say that his department has not been
attacked? Can anybody say, the public
Press has not been down on him? Can
anybody say the Traffic branch of the
railways has not been attacked ? And
yet what kind of explanation has been
given by him with regard to the inter-
nal economy of his own departmentV
When we find this important ques-
tion comning before the House, instead
of offering the explanation himself, he
puts up his leader to do it for him.
That is what has been done; and
I say that is not evidence of able
adminristration-inideed. it is not evidence
of competent admninistration-and I say
it is not to be supposed that the Premier
or any other colleague can Come foi-ward
and offer explanation as to tme details of
the Works and Rtailways Department with
thme same exactitude and precision that
the Minister in charge could do. I regret
to see the chair of one Minister is vacant
to-nighit - an lion, gentleman who is
more or less responsible for the errors
which have been perpetrated in regard
to this expenditure-and I therefore do
not propose to make many observations
in regard to him. If one wishied to
say severe things about the Hon. the
Commissioner of Crown Lainds, one could
do so; but I do say that the sooner there
is a vacancy in thie Lands Department,
the better for the Country; and 1 hope
lion, members of this House, ad the
Ministry too, will bear out what I say, and
bring what pressure can properly be, or
ought to be, brought to bear upon that
gentleman to retire. There is another
interesting element in this discussion,
and it is the rapidity with which some
country members are able to come to
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Perth on a special occasion-the eager-
ness with which they leave the domestic
comfort of their homes, where they have
contemplated at a distance, no doubt,
matters of vital importance to the
country. They cannot, it seems, devote
aiiy portion of their time to the con-
sideration of those (luestions in the
proper place, namely in this Assembly;
but when a question which involves
perhaps their absolute confidence in
Ministers is brought forward, then they
can come (down to the House and vote.
They form, of course, part of a certain
majority, and I have no doubt their votes
onl this occasion will be of the greatest
possible use to those who induced them to
comic down in this exti-aordinary hurry.

MR. CLAKSON: It is fortunate Ibr the
country that it is so.

MR. LB AXE: We know You camue
down for that particular purpose. We
were treated, as lion. members might
have expected, to a homily from the hon.
member for the De Grey, who consistently
said he approved really the wording of
this resolution, but declaned his intention
of voting against it. I believe that, on at
recent occasion, the lion. mnember was
twitted by another hion. member for
having spoken in favour of a certain
amendment, and then voted against it;
and I congratulate the hon. member, on
this occasion, for following out the prin-
ciple lie has laid down for himiself. No
doubt the hion. member did not expect to
convince mny mnembers on this side of
the House; and those lion. memblers on
this side who heardi that lion. member's
observations were, no doubt, able to
appreciate them at their full value. It is
true, perhaps, that the observations were
made by one who has his eye onl a
possible vacaiicv.

MR. RICHAR7DSON: Not true1, Sir-
Tor PaRmisa (Hon. Sir J. Forre-st)

You seem to be rude all round.
Mu. LEAXE: The lion. member for

the De Grey said events have moved
faster thtan the Wor-ks Department could
follow; and he might have added, with
some truth, that the money has moved
faster than either, Of course, the State
coach wvill go fasteir if the brake is not
put on, and, no doubt, in this instance,
the mioney has gone too fast, and it lifs
gone so fast that the department could
not keep pace in making- up the accounts,

and the Ministers have not been able to
give us that information which we are
entitled to. It is idle to say they could not
foresee the demands for necessary works.
That is no answver to the assertion that the
money is not accounted for at 'the proper
moment. They cannot argue now that
the system was bad, when we were told,
last year, that the systemt was good ; but
if the System is going to be changed, why
is it going to be changed? Because the
system has been attacked here; and we
on this side of die House are to be twitted,
in the way we have been, for doing what
we consider to be our duty in taking care
that every safeguard is established against
this unlawful and this reckless expendi-
tnt-c. I cannot help referring to another
observation which was wade by the Com-.
missioner of Raiways; and I may say
I admire the almost pluck, but at any
rate his cool and bold assurace, when
lie tells us it was a matter of policy
whether tile Government should tell us
or not. A matter of policy whether
they should tell us or not! Was ain
Assembly ever flouted in the way we
have been flouted by the lion. gentleman ?
And they relied on the generosity of the
House! The end justified the mneans!
They wanted the money, and in fact
they intended to get it; and they knew
they could come down with a political
platitude and tell Lis, " If you don't like
it, turn us out." Turn them out!-with
a majority like that! Who ever heard of
such a thing'? And is that majority to
be held over our hleads in terrorent/ I
say, have another election after this, and
see where you will stand- [Interjections
by severaliamembers.] I wish hon. gentle-
men would not be out of order. Of
course they will " trust the House," as I
hoar fromn various members, but I think
they are going a little too far in saying
they will *trust the country." Nothing
could be better than that this resolution
should be brought forward, and when it
goes to a division the country will see
who it is that is really consistent, who it
is that has the interests of the country
at heart, who it is that is going to put a
check onl unauthor-ised expenditure and
on uncontrolled power; and hon. mom-
bem-s can accept this as a prophesy from
nie, that at any rate during the recess
those members who have a constituency
will have to tc-counlt to it for their vote
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this evening. But hon. members on theo
Government side do not care, because
they have had no contested election,
though the chances are that this will lead
up to a contested election, aind I hiopea it
will. I say that all. hon. members who
think it worth while to consult their con-
stituents during the recess should (10 a
little better " hedging" than they have
been able to do to-nighit over this inmpor-
tant question, because they will have to
account for -all they have done, all they
hlave said, and for-*-hat they intend to do
in the future.

MR. A. Fonnxsr:- And so will some
one else, too.

AIR, JEAJ(E: I an perfectly satisfied
to ru that risk. I bare finished. We
have voted the C50,000, but we on this
side of the House hlave teen consistent,
at any rate, for while we say the exigencies
of the ease demand that the Government
should be placed in funds to the extent
of £50,000, we have at the Samle time
prdtested, and do Still protest, and Shall
protest again, against the manner in
which the Government have dealt with
this question of over-expenditure, which
has been incurred improperly, unconstitu-
tionally, illegally, and, as this resolution
says, without the authority of Parliament.
I ask hon. mnembers, if they are true to
their principles, to express themn by voting
for the resolution of the bon. member for
Perth.

TILE PREMIER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest):
I have listened with attention to the last
hon. membe-r who has spoken, at any
rate, if not to all. that has been said; and
it seems to me the hon. member considers
lie is the only interpreter of the wishes of
the country, and that we on this side of
the House do not know the views of the
country, and in fact are afraid of the
country. The hon. member and some
others have twitted the Giovernment with
concealment in this matter; but I think
I have explained to the House more thtan
once the exact position, as far as I am
concerned. I said that some three weeks
ago I found out that there had been
larger liabilities incurred as to this vote
than I hadl reason to anticipate. I do
not mean to say thait if I had given
a very careful attention to the expendi-
ture under this vote, I would not have
discovered that it was not in the position
it should be in, because hon. members

will have noticed from the public accounots,
and I must have noticed too, that there
we~re somue.£12,000 odd overdrawn on the
30th Juline last, and that £16,000 voted
since then for Northern goldfields would
amlount to £27,000 taken out of the
£70,000. Then, taking into considera-
tion that four imonths have elapsed since
the end of the finanicial year. and that
during this time we have been spending
a good deal in connection with water sup-
ply on the various goldifields of the
colony, we can at once see there could
not be much left for the rentainder of this
financial year; and when the facts were
brought under my notice, as stated by
the Commissioner of Railways to-night,
I hesitated for some time to wove in the
matter. I explained this fully to the
House the other evening, that I did not
like to come down with another Loan
Bill, nor with a resolution; but I looked
into the matter closely to see if there
was any means by which we could get
along to the 30th June next. Eventually
I came to the conclusion that it was
impossible, and that the only feasible
course was to ask this House, by resolu-
tion, for a further sum. I have a great
objection to a procedure by resolution,
because there is as much trouble in getting
a resolution passed, and a Bill afterwards,
as there would he in getting a Bill passed
in the first instance. I have always pro-
mlised to myself that I would have no
more to do with resolutions, hut would
bring in a Bill when the necessity for any
Such action arose; but eventually, in this
case, after much consideration and hesi-
tation, I found it would be impracticable
to bring in another Loan Bill at present,
and having looked into the figures closely
I came to the conclusion that there was
no other course than to ask this House
for a f urther vote by resolution. A good.
deal has been said about the system that
is in force. I am not lprepared to say the
system would not work well if properly
administered; but when it has been neces-
sary to employ so many men all over the
country, and men not accustomed to
manage accounts, the system has not
worked well. The systeml ought to work
well if the men employed were expert in
carrying it out;i but there is no doubt it
has not worked well, owing to the strain
that has been put on it, the large number
of works going on at one time, and
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our having oniy one man to control
the whole of the works. It makes the
Commissioner of Railways and Director
of Public Works a sort of banker. No
doubt lie should not be. The only
banker should lie the Colonial Treasurer.
We propose to alter it, so that instead oif
having the Commissioner of Railways as
banker for all public works under con-
struction, the TIreasurer shall be thec
banker, and I think that will work better.
Speaking to the resolution, I quite agree
with the hon. memnber for the De Grey
that this is too big a gun to bring to bear
on this question. If, when we brought
forward the motion for a further Vote,
the bon. member for Perth and those who
agree with him had expressed themselves
as strongly as they liked in regard to the
matter, I think that would have been
sufficient. But to come down now, on
the last dlay of the session, and attack a
Governmnent with a vote of want of con-
fidence-a Governnient straight from the
country, and with a% large majority itt
this House-is not taking a proper or
wise course.

MR. LEASE: Why did you give us the
chance?

THE PREMIER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest):
I do not think it is a wise course to take,
to treat a Government to a vote of want
of confidence becauise a little more money
has been spent in the developmenit of our
goldfields than was anticipated by the
House. The lion, member for Albany
may think himself a great authority on
finance, and on the management of de-
partnients, 1)ut I hesitate to think lie is
so. I have had some experience of the
lion. member as the head of a depart-
mnent, and a very' unsatisfactory one hie
was, too. I know the lion, member did
nothing, if lie could help it, and I think
there was no department in the service
so unsatisfactory as the lion. miember's.

MR. LEASxE: I rise to a question of
privilege. Is the lion. member in order
in making these observations?

THE SPEAKER: I do not think lie is
out of order.

MR. LEAKS: Can I reply to them?
TnE SPEAKER: NO.
MR. LEASE: That is a pity.
THE PREIER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest):

Most members in this fHouse, kniowing
the proclivities of the lion. member for
procrastination - putting off till to-

morrow what might be done to-day-
c-auuot accept him as a guide as to) bow
Departnments should be mianaged. The
bon. nmetmber takes every op)portunity of
making rude remarks with regard to my
colleagues and myself, and hie must not
be thin-skinned.

Mn. LEASEu: I only wanit the 01)1)01-
tWitiy of reply.

Tau PREMIER (Hon. SirSJ. Forrest):
Well, you can't speak any more to-night.
One thing I remarked in the lion. manm-
her's speech was that he did not take any
means to conciliate members on this side
and gain votes for the opinions he holds,
because hie seems to have said something
disagreeable to most members on this
side, whereas if the hon. mnember had
poured a little oil on, instead of being
rude and abusive -

MR. Ln&nn: I ask again if the bon.
mniuber is in order iii sa vinglIwas rudee

THE PREMIER (Hon. SirSJ. Forrest):
I withidraw that.

MR. LEASE: Thanks.
TaE PREMIER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest):

I think you were disrespectful, at any
rate, to some hon. members on this side,
and I do not think that is the way that
,any miember who aspires to be a leader
should act on important occasions. I
should rather expect, hint to try and gain
votes by paying compliments to hon.
members, ins tead of saying disagreeable
things. The lion, member is very anxious
on this occasion, or else he would
not have advised my' lion, friend, the
member for Perth. The lion. nmember
for Albany ad the lion. member for
Geraldtou are at the bottom of this
motion, ad they have worked on the
feelings of other lion, members, and on
my hon. friend, too, as far as this resolu-
tion is concerned. However, before those
two lion. members form a Government
they will have to win their spurs, and
have to wait a little while, because, I maty
tell them that neither the country nr~
the members of this House are satisfied
to entrust them with the management of'
affairs.

MR. tEARS: flow very unfortunate!
Tan PREMIER (Hon. Sit'J. Forrest):

I have no doubt the hon. member is
anxious to get into these seats, but I say
lie must win his spurs, and not be too
eager; he must bide his time and work,
as other hon. members have had to do,
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in the service of the country, and not
try to jump into the seats of Ministers
of the Crown. As to the resolution, I
can only express my regret that the
p~resenit course has; been taken. I do
not regret the observations that have been
made in regard to the administration
of puiblic matters or financial matters.
Hon. members are quite right in ex-
pressing their own opinions, but at the
end of the session, when Ministers have
been bore four months before members
of this House and the country, after we
have administered the affairs of the
country during the four months of this
session in the face of the opposition of
bon. members on the other side of the
House, and because they are not satisfied
with regard to the expenditure onl only
one vote, they now ask the House to
pass a vote of want of confidence. I
think it is too strong a course to take,
under the circumstances.

MR. LEAE: Of course you do.
THE PREMIER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest):

Not that I ami afr-aid of it, but unless a
motion of this sort is supported, and
unless a change of Government is desired
by members generally, it scents to mue
not the right course to pursue, to move
in the direction that has been moved in.

MR. ILLINGWORTH Never, in the
history of parliamentar 'y government, is
a motion of censure moved at the right
time for those in office; never does a
Ministry think it is just the right thing
to do; anld consequently, we cannot expect
that buol. members sitting on that (the
Government) side of the House wvill be
prepared to accept this as an opportune
time for such a motion as this. However,
I believe that no member who has spoken
onl this (the Opposition) side desires to
take the seats of members on the other
side. I wanit to ask hon. members to give
a clear vote upon this question. The
motion says that the explanation of the
Government as to the expenditure in
connection with the development of gold-
fields and mineral resources is not satis-
factory. The Premier tells us that the
system of which hon. members on this
side complain is defective. Now, if the
system is bad, the Premier has said ex-
actly what we say, and if he is consistent
with his .Swn utterances be will vote for
that part of the motion. Then hie says
the money has been spent without the

knowledge and without the authority of
Parliament; therefore, if he is consistent
in that statement, he must vote for the
remaining portion of the motion which
says the public funds of the colony have
bpen spent without the authority of
Parliament. The Premier admits it is
so, and will lie stand on the floor of this
House, and say the system is bad, and
that monley has been spent without 'the
authority of Parliament, and then vote
aginst at resolution which says so ?
Strange to me, if hon. members on that
side of the House can stultify themselves
in this way. Not only does the Premier
make these admissions, but the Director
of Public Works answers that he pleads
guilty to the indictment which is made in
this resolution; therefore, if hie is consis-
tent with his utterances, he must vote for
the resolution. Ministers must either
say the admissions they have made are
incorrect, or, to be consistent, they must
vote for this motion. Instead of answer-
ing us by saying we are wrong in what we
advance, they admit we are right, anld
then they are ready to vote against their
own declarations and thus affirm the
motion is wrong. I simply appeal to
hon. members who have spoken. Theme
is not one member on the Ministerial side
hut who has admitted that the present
practice is bad, that the sy' stem is bad,
that the money has been spent without
authority. Ministers have pleaded guilty,
and-more than thak-have promised to
alter the system, which is an absolute ad-
mission of the whole question we are now
discussing. If a future Government,
formed of hon. members who sit on this
side of the House, take the liberty of
spending money without the knowledge
of Parliament, there will then be some-
thing more definite coming from the
Opposition side of the House. The
present Premier would he thme very first
manl to table such a motion, if another
Minister had got his place and did what
hie himself has done. I do say that, after
the utterances on the floor of the House
on the Governmnent side, it is impossible
for any member who has spoken to vote
against this motion, without distinctly
voting contrary to the utterances lie has
made.

MR. HARPER: I ciongratulate the
Opposition- Her Majesty's Opposition"
-upon at last walking up to their duties.
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On an earlier occasion in this session I
had to remark that the position taken by
the Opposition wvas not exactly a prop~er
one; for the leader of the Opposition, on
that occasion, had informed the House
that they would not join in the discussion
of at certain measure, but would throw
the whole responsibility' on this (the
Government) side of the House. Since
then, the Estimates caine before thev
House, and I thought the Opposition
would certainly make very strong criti-
cisms on the Rtailways and Works votes.
I have, on several occasions, moved resolu-
tions on the management of the railways,
and I thought that the Opposition-con-
sidering the frequent expressions of
opinion that had fallen fromt lion. meni-
hers, and also from people outside this
House-would have taken the opportunity
to criticise very minutely the management
of the railways. I must say I was
intensely surprised to learn-not having
been present in this House ait the time-
that the only remark falling fromt the
Opposition was one from the hion. inenmbor
for Nannine, in which he informed the
House that these are the best managed
Government railways in Australia. And
now, having evaded those occasions on
which they might have criticised. those
parts of the management which the public
generally thought were not particularly
satisfactory, the Opposition now come
down and move this resolution. My
view of the resolution is that it is a vote
of want of confidence in the Ministry,
and I may say the hion. member for
Albany has informed this side of the
House that we shall stultify our-selves if
we do not vote for the resolution. I am
quite of the contrary opinion, because I
think the interests of this country would
certainly be plated in a very prejudicial
position if members on this side voted
confidence in the Opposition, for that
is what it would practically come to
if we voted a want of confidence in the
present Government. I am sure the
country generally will recognise, as I
think all of us do in this House, that the
Opposition hitherto has been in too much
of a nebulous form to acquire the confi.
dence of this country. Therefore, I feel
bound to vote for the Ministry as they
stand, however much one may feel dissatis-
fied with the miatter whichb Ins brought
on this motion. I certainly think we

should do an injury to the country if we
voted in favour of the Opposition.

'Mr. JAMES: It is extremely difficult
to understand the position taken up by
somne members who sit in the Ministerial
corner, and always refer to themselves as
a "side " of the House-gentlemuen who
always caine forward with some half-
hearted proposition for the purpose of
saving the Government, when Ministers
arc in a bit of a hole- gentlemen who
come forward with a proposition to-nighit
-gentlemen who have brought forward
propositions dealing with the Education
question - strangely enough, all those
prepositions emanating from the semii-
independent Ministerial corner; a pure
supposition, rather intended to protect
this poor Governmnent, this pitiful Gov-
ermnent, this Government that comes
forward like a roaring lion and says,
" We will spend the money and appeal to
the country." Sir, they are right. It is
the " country," bitt not the colony, they
appeal to. We (the Opposition) want to
speak to the intelligence of the colony.
Surely Western Australia has some other
parts of its area outside what is called
the "countr 'y." [AN HON. MEMBnER:
Brickyards.] Yes; brickyards represent
an industry, and that is something more
than is represented by members -with
a constituency of fifteen votes. Some
one refers to "the man who returned
me." I say " the man who returned
me" can buy up half this Government.
1 am driven to make these remarks,
because I cannot understand the position
of members like the lion. member for
Beverley. He complained that we on
this side seemed nebulous, and that we
ought to be a reat Opposition and do
our best to turn out the Governmnent.
We don't want to do that. We disown
any such aspirations as these. I will
challenge any member on the Govern-
nient benches to deny this, that through-
out the discussions of the present session
several members (in this Opposition side
ha-re constantly voted with the Govern.
mnent, and never once bus any matter
been wade a party question by the Oppo-
sition. Yet now we are twitted with the
fact that we have not made it a party
question, and we are twitted that we have
not been here to look after the interests of
the country when the W~orks and Railways
Estimateswere passing through. But can
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we-not take a lesson from our experience
of those Estimates-the two departments
that conmc most in contact with the public,
and have a greater influence on the
future of the colony than any other-
those departments of which complaints
have been so frequent and so numerousP
The Estimates connected with those de-
partments were passed through this
House, when thle hor, member for Bev-
erley happened to be absent, in about
two hors. The Ministerial corner was
here to protest-why did not those men'-
bers do their duty? It is somewhat

amusing to hear thle bon. member for
Beverily charge this side of the House

with a breach or want of duty-over-
looking the fact that, if we were lacking
in our duty, he was not here himself to
keep the others straight. I amn glad to
think that, on this side of the House, we
are not all1 eager, that wve do not want to
rush over the dead bodies of large in-
dividuals and take their seats. We
simply want to do our best to promote
the good government of this country;
and I think our past action during this
session challenges contrlaiction of that
assertion. No Premier, no Government,
in Australia has ever had the oppor-
tunities enjoyed by our present Premier
sand our present Governmenct; no Govern-
ment in this colony wvill over again
enjoy the same opportunities ; andl [
must express my regret, again and again,
that when our present Government have
these magniificent opportunities of avoid-
ing the evils that exist elsewhere, they
airc SiM plV satisfied to go onl the same old
policy of borrowing and spending, of
copying all the faults and all the vices of
those institutions which we are supposed
to have here. I think the time is past for
us to stand forward and advocate party
governinent-governient by a systemn of
contradiction. I did hope that.a Govern-
ment having to few only an Opposition of
free lanices would not inflict on us the
great evil of party governnent-and it is
a matter of sincere regret to me, when
nearly al] the writers who deal with this
question of patty government to-day con-
denin the s 'ystem of pairty government, to
find that our Premier, who has it in his
power to wipe it out, is doing his best to
encourage the party system of govern-
ment. If it be not so, what reason is
there to make this a party resolution to-

night? 'What reason is there for saying
this is a par-ty question ? Why can't
we fight out this question without drag-
ging up the Ministerial marionettes to vote
one way or another ? If I thought that,
in introducing this resolution, the main-
hers supporting it wei-e actuated by a
desire to get on the Government benches,
I would olpp0se it, because I shall do my
best to oppose party government as long
as I sit here. In dealing with this ques-
tion, the Government members have losat
sight of whbat we say is the main part of
the charge. We are dealing with the
question of this large amount of money
having been expended without the know-
ledge of the Treasury. The Premier
admitted, when introducing his motion
for a further vote of £650,000, that he
brought it forward with a good deal of
hesitation, after he had been considering
whether to bring it forward or not.
Surely we on this side have a right to
point out how dangerous it is to allow
this excess to grow, until now we come to
all amiount between.£25,000 and £650,000.
We point out to the members of the Gov-
ermnent that this is not right. We ask
those whio sutpport tieGover-nment to hear
in mind that it is imperative on is nowv to
insist on the loan mioney being spent in
at legal ruannter. I think the only explana-
ti~ni given by the responsible )lead has not
miade things clearer, but, eoa the contrary,
haLs luaci confusion worse confounded.
We have not yet bad anl explanaition as
to how this money could have been spent
without the knowledge of the responsible
authorities. I suppose the members who
introdluced this resolution were quite
aware we should not carry it. I suppose
we shall hie beatenhby three to one; but
we have been in smaller minorities than
that, in this session. I say it is an insult
to say that a member in the Ministeral
corner cannot vote for this resolution
because it would turn the Ministry out.
If the Government whip had not been
sending telegrams to the West, North,
and South to bring up inemlaers, and if
Ihose members had been left free, I think
mnost of them would have given their
support to this pioposition, feeling that
the House was called upon to make some
protest against the manner in which the
money has been expended. I amn going
to vote for the resolution, for those
reasons. The Premier has told us the
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Treasury knew nothing about the large
expenditure. We are not dealing with
the Treasury, but with the Government,
and it is somewhat disingenuous to treat
the matter in that way. I did not intend
to speak on this subject, but I could not
help getting up to express my regret, in
somewhat strong language, at the state-
went that the Opposition is not a concrete
party, and that it simtply desires to get
into office. I cannot help) expressing my
regret that now, when the Premier has a
chance of abolishing party government
in this colony, and of carrying out a
system that is approved by all the lead-
ing writers on Constitutional questions,
he persists in copying the old standards
by simply drawing uip his Ministerial
majority, and thereby doing his best to
draw the Opposition into a concrete body
by the force of circumstances. I hope
the Premier will consider this during the
recess, for the purpose of abolishing
party government. I am glad to think
that I am supported by the best writers
and-the best thinkers on this subject.
The Premier must admit that he has
been wrong, and that he is going to take
steps to rectify the system. Rtegretting
that I must apologise for having to go
away, I say that from the expressions of
opinion in the House we are justified in
having brought forward this resolution,
for the purpose of placing on the records
of the House our strong protest against
the manner in which the money has been
spent without the control, the guiding
band, of those who are responsible.

Mu. WOOD: The lion. member who
has just sat down commenced in his
usual very warm style; but, as usual, he
cooled down towards the end, and I think
he paid to the Government the highest
compliment paid to them this session, by
admitting that if the Opposition once got
into office we should never have good
government again. The motion is in two
parts. It affirms, firstly, that the expla-
nation of the Government is not satis-
factory; and, secondly, that the public
fluids of the colony have been expended
without the authority of Parliament.
With regard to the first part, I am
perfectly satisfied with the explanation of
the Pr-emier; and so far as the second
portion is concerned, I say the exigencies
of the occasion justified the expenditure.
The worst part of the whole thing is the

mistake the Government made in not
asking for enough money on account of the
goldfields requirements when bringing in
their Loan Bill. If they had asked for
£150,000 for the development of the
goldfields, I am sure that amount would
have been voted unanimously. The ques-
tion at issue, a very serious one, is whether
the whole system of accounts of the Works
Department is not inadequate to deal with
Unusual expenditure required in a great
emergency, in which the progress payments
do not come promptly under official notice.
The wvant of knowledge on the part of the
department is the weak part of the
Government system, and it is the only
point attacked by members on the Opposi-
tion side. They do not say one word of
objection to the spending of the money.
The only objection is that the Govern-
ment do not seem to hare known the rate
at which the money was being spent.
The works involved in the expenditure
were works of a special nature, and were
most urgent. Weal1 know the phenomenal
finds around Coolgardie made it very
urgent that the roads should be kept
open, and that water should be supplied,
involving a very large expenditure of
money. The Government are now suffer-
ing for the mad and] reckless expenditure
of one of their officers, who seems to have
had no knowledge of accounts-who seems
not to have known that the prompt render-
ing of accounts was necessary in order to
advise the head of thedcpartmentin Perth;
and, as far as I am concerned, and meal-
bers on this side, the only thing that will
satisfy us is that thatofficer shall besev~iely
reprimanded or dismissed. I do not mean
the Engineer-in-Chief, but the officer who
has had char-ge of the water supply. I
am willing to accept the assurance of the
Premier that in future there will be a
better scrutiny of these accounts. I can-
not make up my mind to support. this
resolution, because the thing we have to
do, when we turn out a Government, is
to find another Government that will
have a working majority, and I do not
see how a working majority can lie
obtained from the members on the other
side of the House. They are all good
men-clever men-but there is this weak-
ness amongst thern, that they cannot get
a following. The lion. member for
Albany' , whoe was taken up by the
Premier very rightly, does not go the

Unauthorised Expenditure.
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right way to get votes from this side of
the House, aud I may tell him. that, in
his professional capacity, he would never
appeal to a jury in the way in which he
has appealed to hon. membhers to-night.

MR. LEAWE: I should then be appeal-
ing to intelligent men.

Mn. MORAN: I should like to hear
the Director of Public Works disclaim
any idea of throwing the blamne on the
officer who got carte blanche to do w hat
wats necessary for keeping the goldfields
roads open in a dry season. Re carried
out the work faithfully and well, and it
is not fair to throw the blame onl him.

Mr. R, F. SHOT2L: This motion has
been discussed as one of no confidence
in the Government; but I do not think
the G-overnment have treated it as such,
because, when a motion of that kind is
brought forward, it is usual for the
Government to move the adjournment of
the House, in order that they may con-
sider their position. There are two
Ministers absent to-night, and it isi really
throwing out a threat to bring their
supporters to rally round them. This
resolution is upholding a principle, by
protesting in the strongest mannier pos-
sible, againist. the illegal expenditure of
public funds. As to the explanation
being unsatisfactory. I agree that it is so.
The explanation given by the Govern-
ment is a blme one, and not borne
out by facts, nor convincing even to
supporters of the Government, Are
we going to uphold the privileges of this
House by protesting in the strongest
possible manner, as we are asked to do in
this resolution, or arc we going to adopt
the principle that the Government may
expend money contrary to law ? I have
not the slightest wish to hamper the
Government, or to turn them out; but I
must, in the strongest manner possible,
and by voting in favour of this resolution,
protest against this illegal expenditure.
The hon. member for West Perth twitted
the hon. member for Albany just now on
his way of getting votes. I will say this,
that it will lie necessary for that hon.
membevr to bring into this Rouse two
or three dynamlite cartridges and throw
them among the Government benches, to
shift some bon. members on that side.
I cannot blindly follow any party. I
have mere respect for the constituency
that returns me than to give up my

opinions and vote like a mnute, without
considering the question I vote on. With
regard to the remarks about one Minister
who is absent, I say this is nut a. question
in which his namle ought to be discussed.
The illegal expenditure in connection with
this Vote Was not during the time he had
control of the funds; so I do not think
this motion in any way applies to him
I say it is only with a view to protesting,
in the strongest mianner possible, against
unauthorised expenditure that I vote for
this motion. I am in no way antagonistic
to the Government in voting for thle reso-
lution. I do it purely as a protest against
the illegal expenditure, and feeling con-
vince;d that the explanlations of the Gyov-
ernment. have been lame in the extreme.
I should like, in a wild way, to protest
against certain members who ask leave of
a bsencc for a fortnight at a time, but who
on certain Occasions can appear in this
House. I refer to certain members for
wvhom leave was asked, fortnight after
fortnight, yet on a certain occasion, when
telegraphed for, they come down to vote.
The only way to stop that is for miembers
onl this side of the House to challenge
their leave when it is asked for. I think
it is thle duty of members, when they
.canl come down, to attend to the public
business of the colony.

MR. CON4NOR- I shall vote against
the motion, for I do not see that there is
the sligh test cause for it. If there were
any cause, I should say there should he a
distinct resolution, with more details in
it. It should distinctly strike at the root
of what the lhon, mnember proposed should
be done. If it is thought that any
member has misconducted himself in the
way suggested, then let the member who
thinks so have the manliness to bring
before the House that other member's
conduct. There is no use in begging the
question. We have had this attack
brought on here for a certain specific
purpose. I do not suggest that the hon.
menller who ptoposed thle motion thought
that the subject which has been intro-
duced into the debate would have been
brought into it, or, at least, hie should
have been the very last to propose it. If
this is a motion of no-conifidene in the
Government, let that intention be stated
in express words, by saying 'We propose
a vote of no-confidence in the Govern-
ment." In that case, from my knowledge
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of the hon. gentleman who conducts this
Assembly with honour to himself and
profit to the public. I say he would resign
The hon. member for Geraldton intr
jected the other evening, and almost
called me an amateur Chairman of -Com-
mittees. I drew his attention to the fadt
that I did not aspire to the position, and
I draw the attention of bon. members
now to the fact that I do not aspire to
be a member of the present Ministry. I
will also draw thle attention of the hon.
member for Albany to the fact that I do
not aspire to be a member of the Ministry
at present.

Mn. SimpsoNi: How would you like to
be a bishop?

Ma. CONNOR: I think it would have
been in better taste not to go into details
of this nature, but to take the motion as
it is intended to he-a vote of censure on
the Government. I think it would have
been better that hon. tmenmbers on the
Opposition side should have proposed the
motion in the words in which it is
intended to be understood; and, in that
case, I am sure the mnembers of this
House wvoul~d not accept it.

Ms. SOLOMON. Taking the wording
of thle resolution, it appears to me that
it is not eorrect-that it is not the actual
expenditure of which further explanation
is required], but that it is the mode of
that expenditure and the authority for it
that should be explained. Consequently,
the resolution appears to me to be not
properly worded. We have been told by
the Ministers-perhaps not in express
words-that the outlay was one of expedi-
ency. That has been acknowledged by
nearly every member who has spoken on
the question, and I think the country

generafly will look upon it in the same,
lig ht. The broad question is as to the
authority upon which the. Government
acted in -allowing the money to he
expended, and, so far as I am concerned,
I think thle Government have given all
the explanation they could. They' have
laid on the table a detailedi list of the
items of all thle expenditure on the gold-
fields. The only other tiing I hey mnight
possibly have done, to satisfy the House,
was to give the exact cost of each parti-
cular tanlk, or the separate cost of
works on the goldfields roads. If they
have done so in tie particulars on the
table, I cannot see in what other way

any member of the House can expect to
have further explanation. The explana.
tion is there, on the table; but I take it
that what members object to is the mode
of the expenditure. I shalt vote against
the motion because, to mny mind, the
Governent have given, in the papers
produced, and also through the Premier
and the Director of Public Works, the
explanations that are necessary.

Ma. RANDhELL : Thle debate has
opened uip very interesting matters for
consideration. There hlave been expres-
sious of opinion from members on either
side of the House. Somle have expressed
thle opinion that this is an improper
motion--that it is made at an inloppor-
tune time ; bitt when a grievance arises,
whether it be- at the beginning or the
end of a session, that is the proper
time to take notice of it- and this
course has been followed ini the present
instance. I do not think hon. inem-
bers on this side have any right to
complain that the Government have
treated this as a no-confidenlce motion1. 1
think that possibly, if some of us had
occupied positions on the other side of
the House, We Shoulid bare done the same.
But we have given expression, to-night,
tv a great pirinciple, and, certainly, we
have had the most damiaging statement,
in connection with this mnatter, from the
Government side of the House-fromn the
hon. member for West Kim berley and
the lion, member for West Perth. The
langunage they have made use of to-night
has been stronger than any that was
used on this side of the House. They
have attacked an individual officer work-
ing under the department; whereas if
we on this side had stooped to that
sor-t of thing, we should have been
xunworthy to keep our positions. It is
not for the Opposition to attack a Minister,
except in the general way in which we
have done by attacking the Ministry
itself. I think we (thle Opposition) shal
have the country with us, to the extent
thabt we have adopted the proper -and
rigit coiir5e. Wedo not cspectto achieve
a phIvsicifl Victory, hut I ant certain we
have achieved a mnoral victory. We have
thle acknowledgmtents of th* 'se Ministers
who ha~ve spoken, and of others on the
Government side of the House. The
truism that is asserted in the resolution
is not disputed by lion, members on
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either side of the House. Some hon.
members have gone into side issues, as to
whether it is desirable; and one hon.
member, for whom I have great respect,
has enunciated doctrines that are peculiar
and very dangerous. He has said that
the motive should justify the means
used.

MR. RICHARDSON: No. I said we
should closely examine what t-he motive
was, and what the result was. I did not
say it fully justified us.

MR. RANDEL: That is a distinction
without a difference. If we were to adopt
a doctrine of that kind, it would justify
any act or procedure on the part of the
Government. I cannot subscribe to a
doctrine of that description. I say if we
have Ministers and regulations, if we
have laws and an Audit Act, and if Par-
liament is to be responsible for the
expenditure of public money, I think we
should repudiate altogether a doctrine of
this kind. The hon. iuember for West
Kimberley has inflicted very great damage
on the toode of conducting the business
of the country which has been pursued by
the Government. I refuse to chiallenge
an individual department, bitt I speak of
the Government as a whole. I take it
that, after the expression of opinion by
Ministers and by their supporters, every
member on either side of the House can,
as an abstract question. and leaving out
the question of party, vote for this resolu-
tion. Every hon. member knows 1 am
not a party man. I never have been.
It is not my intention to be a, party
mani if I can possibly avoid it. If it
is necessary, and I am driven to it,
then the question will be considered by
myself. Hon. members know I have no
amblition to aill ain office in the Govern-
ment; and, so far from having been urged
on by the lion. members for Geraldton
.and Albany, let rue say the resolution is
one of my own drafting, to which they
have agreed; a resolution which is moder-
ate in expression, which is truthful, and
which is borne out by all the circumn-
stances that have come before the House
to-night. And I say I have no personal
object to serve. I have no desire to flout
the Government in any way. The Premier
knows very well I have always given him,
when I have had an opportunity of doing
so, an honest and cordial support-I shall
do so still-and I hope and believe hie will

not think I have been influenced by
others, or by personal motives, in bringing
forward this resolution. I admit it is
distinctly a vote of no-confidence, and I
think we have a right to place this protest
on the records of the House and before
the country, so that it may be influential
in preventing a recurrence of the circum-
stances of which we complain. Several
hon. members have opened themselves to
considerable criticism. The hon. member
for Beverley has not been so guarded as
hie usually is-particularly in the expres-
sion be used as to the Opposition being a
fortuitous concourse of aitoms. If the
hon. member desires we should have party
government, he should rejoice to see that
the Opposition are becoming united, to
some extent, on an important principle.

THE PREMIER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest):
You must not run the principle to
death.

Mn. EANDELLi: I have felt I had a
duty to perform, and I haMve performted it
very reluctantly, because it poiflted in the
direction in which the lion member has
accepted it-that of a voteof no-confidence
in the Ministry. Let me hope that, as a
Legislature, we shall set before ourselves
the good of the country. We are not
objecting to the expenditure of money
for providing a water sup~ply, but to the
way in which the works for that purpose
hiave been undertaken and carried out,.
We do think-and in this we are borne
out by the statements of the lion, member
for West Kimberley-that the expendi-
ture has been enormous. I do not know
that I amn prepared to go quite to the
length that he has done, in saying the
expenditure has been extravagant.' We
have to look things straight in the face.
and see that at proper course is pursued
in all these undertakings, and to resist
anything which would be likely to intro-
duce amon~st, uts a system which would
involve us in difficuilty and bring upon uts
disaster. I say again we should not
stoop to attack individuals of the Ministry,
and certainly not officers who are working
tunder the departments.

Question put, and division taken, with
the following result:

Ayes
Noes 78

MIajority against ... 11
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ATE9. Nos.
Mr. Illingwortb Mr. Cluarkos
Mr. James Mr. Cornner
Mr. Laske Mr. Cookworthy
Mr. Loton Sir John Forrest
Mr. iandell Xr. A. Forrest
Mr' it. V. Shell Mr. Harper
Mr. Simpson (Teller). Mr. Monger

Mr. Moran
Mr. Paterson
Mr. Pearse
Mrf. Phillipa
Mr. Fiese
Ell H. WN. Sholl

Mr. Solomon
Mr. Trayleui
Mr. Veun
Hr. Wood
Mr. Richardson (Telice).

Motion negatived.

ADJOURNMENT.
THE PREMIER (Hon. Sir J. Forrest)

moved that the House, at its rising,
adjourn until Wednesday, 28th Novemn-
her, at 4-15 o'clock p.m. He said the
Legislaiv-e Council had not had a
quorum for that sitting (Monday), and
their next mneeting was to be held at 4-30

p~.on Wednesday. He intended to
ask His E xcelle'ncy the Governor to pro-
rogue Parliament at a quarter before 6
o'clock on Wednesday afternoon, after
the business of the Legislative Colucil
had been finished.

Question put and passed
The House adjourned at 12 o'clock,

midnight.

Weduenday, 28th November, 18.94.

Suspension of Standing .Orders-Gold fields Expendi-
ture-Medical Dill: Legislative Assembly's amnend.
mentr-Prorogatiou.

Tnn PRESIDENT (Hon. Sir G. Shen-
ton) took the chiair at 4-30 o'clock p.m.

PRAYERS.

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDERS.
THE COLONIAL SECRETARY (Hon.

S. H. Parker) moved that for the re-
mainder of the sitting the Standing
Orders be SUSIpefded

Question put and passed.

G3OLDFIELDS EXPENDITURE,

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY (Hon.
S. H1. Parker): I move that this House
concurs in the following Resolution,
transmitted to us by the Legislative
Assembly :-" That it is advisable that
the Government be authorised to expend
the sum of £50,000 for the purpose of
increasing and extending the Water
Supply onl the gold fields, to be advanced
to such extcat as miay be required diuing
the current financial year from any funds
in the hands of the Government, hut to
be ultimately recouped from flunds to be
hereafter p)rovided b y Parliament for such
purpose." I have to- inform lhon, mnem-
bers that the greater portion of the
.70,000 appropriated in the Loan Bill
recently passed for exlpenditure on the
goldfields has already either been ex-
pended, or has been allocated, and it is
now necessary to authorise the Govern-
ment to expend further moneys if the
goldfields are to be kept going. I ami
sorry to have to bring thiis motion before
hon. members, and thereby have to admit
that a large sumn of money hias been spent,
apparently without the knowledge of the
Government. Ron. members, however,
will remember that last year there was a
great outcry about the water on the fields
running short; in fact, at one time teamns
were unable to travel, and provisions on
the field were, in consequence, getting
scarce. Under these circumnstances, the
Gover nment thought it advisable to strain
every point, and spare no expense to pro-
vide the necessary water supply. It was
necessary, owing to the distance of the
fields, to give those who represented the
Government there full powver to spend
money in the making of tanks and dams;
but the Government never intended that
they should spend as much as they have
done without the au thority of Parliament.
Works were tundertaken, and liabilities
wvere incurred, of which the Works Depart-
ment had not full knowledge, and I be-
lieve that it was only a few weeks ago
that the Treasurer was aware of the

[COUNCIL.] Goldfields Expenditure.


